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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

--Unice* Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
MENIBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRFSS INTERNATIONAL

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Seven Airmen Die
In Jet Cfash In
Residential Area

McGovern Forecasts His
First Primary Win Today

Fellow says he is such a
coward he can't get up the
courage to fire his deodorant
and hire theirs.
Sam Levenson says he visited
a new school built of handsome
white brick on which someone
had smeared with black paint
"Fight Vandalism."
BM Dana: "I bought a ranch:.
last year named the Circle "Ce!
Double Bar Four Square
Diamond "S" Ranch. Someone
asked me how many cattle I
had,and I told him,"Not Many.
. Very few survived the branding."
An
Arlington, Virginia
pediatrician took a broken
adding machine and put it in his
waiting room for the kids to
play with. He has now taken it
out of the waiting room. One of
the kids fixed it.
A Midwest disc jockey had
Count Basle as a guest on his
program and said, "Count,
wouldn't you say that although
jazz is an American art form,
having Mitred from Anglican
sources certain tendencies
had thernot
Which
; in the influx of polytonal free
forms, perhaps be ascribed to
African concepts. That syncopation, therefore, is only
secondary to improvisation and
should be considered as having
been heretofore relegated to socalled blue notes, so that this
then could be considered more
or less the secret of your suckess as a jazz artist?" There
was a long pause as Count Baste
seemed to evaluate this
question, and then he answered,
"No. I wouldn't say that."

MILWAUKEE, Wis.(AP) —
Democratic contenders in the
Wisconsin presidential primary
campaigned with athletes and
imported allies today, while
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie said
he's at a disadvantage because
his top rivals "are both neighboring senators."
Sen. George McGovern of
South Dakota, forecasting his
first primary victory, said 25
per cent of the vote may be
enough to win on a 12-0
t next Tuesday.
--Minnesota Sen. Hubert H:
Thuiphrey campaigns today
with an assist from home state
supporters led by Gov. Wendell
Anderson. They were to appear
with him in Eau Claire and La
CrOsse.
Muskie said in a television interview that Humphrey and
McGovern are able to bolster
their campaign forces with
manpower from their home
states and have an advantage
in voter identification.
Their Wisconsin situation is
similar to that Muskie enjoyed
in New Hampshire, in the leadoff primary on March 14. Muskie supporters from next-door
Maine, including Gov. Kenneth
Curtis, joined him in that cam-

endorsed McGovern's candidacy on Friday.
Humphrey, McGovern, M1111kie and New York Mayor John
V. Lindsay all turned up Friday
to shake hands and hunt votes
at a fish fry in a Polish-American neighborhood on Milwaukee's South Side.
Humphrey stayed longest, ate
two kinds of fish and sipped
Serbian wine.
In a television interview,
Humphrey said his presidential
campaign wouldn't be hurt by a
second-place finish Tuesday,
.`.`not if it is close."
Lindsay, struggling for a respectable showing in a state
where he had once hoped to
win or come close, appealed on
television for Republican
crossover votes as "a real way
to send a message to Washington."
Gov. George C. Wallace of
Alabama turned out another
standing-room crowd, about 1,800 at a rally in Eau Claire. He
said the other candidates "are
all falling over each other telling Wisconsin voters how
they're going to solve all the
problems. These are the same

paign.
McGovern. campaigning in
Milwaukee, announced the formation of an organization
for
"Athletes
call
," headed by Ray
of the Washington
Schoe
Redskins. Eighty-three athletes,
the majority 'Of them- professional football players, were
listed as endorsing McGovern's
candidacy.
Wisconsin's senior senator,
William Proxmire, a Democrat,

Come to think of it,
wouldn't have either
Big Rabbit sitting in the
roadside ditch as we turned into
the driveway yesterday. He
didn't move a muscle and we
made out like we didn't see him.
Good jokes the other night on
TV when the Friars "roasted"
Sanuny Davis, Jr.
s
Canadian newsprint mills
plan to let the fish be the judge
as to whether the effluent from
the mills are toxic or not. The
mills are working to make the
thousands of gallons of water
used in making newsprint, as
clean and pure as possible when
it leaves the mill.

Open House Planned
By Shapemakers In
New ileAdquarters
Shapemakers has moved next
door to the Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic Office on Highway
94 East according to Dr. and
Mrs. Broeringmeyer whO
operated the clinic.
...Shapemakers has been
located in the office building
and now is in a new building all
its own immediately next door
to the offiee. The Health Club is
located in this, same building.
The public is invited to visit
Shapemakers today which is
located about three and one-half
miles east of Murray on Highway 94, and to inspect the new
building as well as other
buildings in the complex.

The Weather
Variable cloudiness today and
early tonight with a band of
widely scattered showers
spreading eastward across the
state today'. Showers occasionally mixed with show or sleet
north and east portions. A
chance of light snow flurries
mainly north portion tonight.

Dr. and Mrs. Broeringmeyer
were recently cited by a
nationally distributed magazine
on their use of "double-wide"
mobile homes for their
chiropractic offices. This new
building is a double-wide also.
The Broeringmeyers are
utilizing three mobile homes to
house their home, chiropractic
offices, Shapemakers and the
Health Club.
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In Our 93rd Year

ORLANDO, Fla.(API — The
crew of a burning, disintegrating B52 bomber stayed
with it in an attempt to get the
plane back to base or at least
ditch into a lake away from
houses in the area.
But the Air Force men failed
ieven were
Friday and -

BOMB DEBRIS—Torn and twisted wreckage is all that-is left of an auto in which a bomb exploded
as Army bomb disposal expert Major Bernard Charles Calladene was trying to remove ft from the
vehicle in Wellington Street, Belfast, Northern Ireland. The major was killed in the bleat.
AP WIrephoto

Typing Course
To Be Offered

Easter Service At
Poplar Spring

ran
Steely To
Be Speaker

Taxpayers
Withholdini
Too Much

VYIII

killed as the eight-jet plane
crashed about 50 yards from a
house and rained flames and
debris over a six-block area of
the Silver Beach subsidivsion.
Eight civilians, including seven
children playing outside their
homes, were injured.
e crash was about a guart& mile from the runway at
McCoy Air Force Base, Aix
miles south of Orlando.
The Air Force said no bombe
were aboard for the training
flight.
Lt. Gen. Russet E.-Dougherty, commander of the 2nd Air
Force, said the bomber reported a fire on board shortly after
it took off from McCoy.
The pilot, Capt. Wendell W.
Campbell, 30, of Washington,
D.C., had the B52 under control
until the final approach.
"I conclude they thought they
had almost made it to the runway," said Dougherty.
"I assume, when the crew
saw they couldn't make it, they
stug_k it down toward the lake.
"Thetalield have bailed out,
but thefilidn't," he said. • The $8 imillon craft. Amer,
ica's largest warplane, carved
a 150-foot crater near the
McCoy base recreation lake.
Ten-year-old Anthony Ellington was the most seriously injured civilian. He was airliftefl
to the Brooke Army Medieila
Burn Center in San Antonio,
Tex., Friday night in very critical condition.
Two others, Billy Garland, 12,
and Donald Garland, 7, were
hospitalized in satisfactory condition. Charles Garland,9, Nancy Robertson, 36, and three of
her children, Robin, 15, Danny,
(Continued on Page Eight)

WASHINGTON (API — Government economists say they
are concerned because taxpayers are letting too much
money be withheld from their
The Poplar Spring Baptist
paychecks. They fear the overChurch,located near Panorama
withholding will retard the naThe Murray Vocational Shores, will have an Easter
'tion's economic recovery.
School will conduct a 40 hour sunrise service on Sunday,
New income tax withholding
course in typing for adults April 2, at six a.m. at the
schedules that went into effect
beginning Tuesday Night, April church.
.
Dr. Will Frank Steely, Jan. 16 are taking more money
(Continued on Page Eight)
4, 1972, 6 p.m.
A mini breakfast will be
Classes will meet on 'Tuesday served by the church following President of the North Kentucky out of paychecks than before,
te University",*41_ _be the and people are not adjusting
and Thursday night from 6 to 9 --the service.
speaker at the Hazel their withholding exemptions to
guest
new Murray High
p.m. at
attend,
to
The public is invited
School on Doran Road. The according tO a church Alumn Banquet tonight at 7:00 reduce the amount of money
p.m. in the Murray Woman's withheld.
class will meet for 7 weeks.
spokesman.
Clubhouse.
The Treasury Department
The class is designed for those
(AP)
—
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
Steely is a graduate of Hazel said Friday it is collecting
and
type
to
who
learn
need
to
U.S. Senate candidate Robert
High School. He obtained his about $1 billion a month more
also need to improve their
E. Gable has accused former
degree from the University of than it anticipated in January.
skills. The cost of the
typing
"trying
of
Nunn
Gov. Louie B.
South Carolina in 1947, his This factor, by itself, could reshould be entire course will be $10, which
to dictate who
Master's from the University of duce the current fiscal year
and
textbooks,
tuition,
includes
senator".
Kentucky in 1948, and his PhD. deficit by about $5 billion.
to be paid
tuition
materials,
candiNunn is a Republican
from the University of
In January, the Nixon adminupon enrollment.
date for the Senate. Gable, also
Rochester in Fellowship in istration estimated the governLawson,
Jim
call
enroll,
To
comformer
was
Republican,
a
ment would end up $38.8 billion
753-1870 or be present Tuesday
The intersection of Arcadia History.
missioner of state parks under
Dr. Steely served as chair- in the red at the end of the curnight at 6 p.m The class will be Street and Central Shopping
Nunn.
limited to 20 students due to the Center parking lot exit was the man of the History Department rent fiscal year,Jan. 30.
He accused his old boss of
But officials said Friday th
size of the classroom, Lawson scene of a two vehicle collision at Murray State College in 1956.
trying to dictate political
reser- budget deficit will run much
by
is
Banquet
The
,
.
•
said.
to
according
at 3:35p.m. Friday
choices, "when the people of
A certificate of achievement the report filed by the officers of vations only. Information may lower than that.
Kentucky rightfully think they
Although the Office of Manwill be given to those who the Murray Police Department. be obtained from James Harshould choose their own senamon.
and Budget has yet to
the
agement
complete
suctessfully
the
on
No injurit.s were listed
tor, not in the political atmosccrrne up with a new estimate,
eourse.
report.
room,
lled
phere of a smoke-fi
it now appears the deficit may
Involved were a two door
but at the polls.
prove to be $6 billion to $11 bilvehicle driven by Edgar Neill
"I am convinced the people
Her
lion less than the January estiLikes
Lady
Trailer
Oaks
Snake
Shady
123
of
Knue
pickon
of Kentucky will insist
mate.
Court, Murray, and a Ford
ing their own senator and will
President Nixon's budget
Swift
Robert
by
pickup
owned
politia
of
dictation
Zoo
the
At
Sacramento
Job
reject
prove to be pretty close
could
Jean
Shirley
by
and
driven
the
told
from
A breakin and theft
cal boss on May 23," Gable
on a full-employbalanced
to
Route
Six.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP) Siwft of Murray
trailer home of Vella John
a news conference Friday.
ment basis if the money keeps
Oaks
Shady
the
at
— Standing near the emergenBoblitt
Police said the Swift truck
coming into the Treasury at the
cy snake bite alarm switch, De- was stopped at the parking lot Trailer Court was reported to
increased rate.
nise Amemiya talks about exit and was going to make a the Murray Police Department
A full-employment budget
Women's Lib while a silent, 20- left turn onto Arcadia Street. at six p.m. on Friday.
expenditures at the level
puts
pound boa constrictor curls ICnue, going west on Arcadia,
Boblitt, , a Murray State
of revenues that would be prosaid
Bardstown,
'around her body.
from
student
failed to see the Swift truck and
if the economy were opIf they're not exactly friends, the vehicles collided, according the theft occurred between duced
at .high prosperity,
erating
March 24 and March 28 while he
The Murray Recreation Denise and the snake know to the police report.
which it isn't.
a
she
became
Stolen
Since
other.
vacation.
each
on
was
spring
Department, in conjunction
Damage to both vehicles was
When Nixon disclosed the exzoo attendant in Novem- reported on the right front from the mobile home were a
with the Murray-Calloway
deficit in January, he
pected
General Electric portable color
County Jaycees, will sponsor ber,Denise has cleaned his fi- fedners.
said the budget would be la the
and
him
recorder
fed
cage,
berglass
tape
Teac
a
television,
Wide
the first annual City
red by about $8 billion on a full1500 model Serial No. 68649, and
Easter Egg Hunt today at 2:00 watched for signs of disease
basis.
employment
CONDUCTS STUDY
among the boa and his slitherly
a San Sui amplifier, according
p.m. at the City Park.
Besides the overwithholding,
Bro.
Witherington,
Bobby
Sacrathe
of
fellow
inhabitants
to the police report.
The prizes will consist of toys
officials said, expenditures that
minister of the West Murray
Entry to the trailer was
for alt ages, along with cash. mento Zoo's reptile house.
are turning out to be-Tess than
will
of
conduct
Christ,
Church
biology
and
the
a
22,
window,
Denise,
rear
a
by
divisions
three
gained
There will be
anticipated could cut the defion
church
an
class
informal
of
police report saia.
based on the age of the par- graduate of the Untversity
cit. They could offer no figures.
ticipants, five and under, which California at Davis, doesn't benevolence at the Fifth and
No officials could explain
of
Church
Streets
Jackson
CITED
of
ONE
charge
a
in
being
lady
think
one
by
may be accompanied
taxpayers' are not adjustwhy
for
cited
•
starting
Paducah,
Christ,
wa§
One person
adult,6 through 9 year olds, and a bunch of snakes is particularwithholding in accortheir
ing
tonight ( Saturday) and con- public drunkenness at one a.m.
10 through 12 year olds. The ly unusual.
dance with the tables that went
Police
as
see
fit.
long
they
tinuing
as
Murray
the
by
it's
thinks
boy
friend
Saturday
"My
prizes will be divided evenly
into effect Jan. 16.
The class will start at 7:30 p.m. Department.
really neat," she said.
within the three groups.

In
Acamtion
Senatorial Contest

Vehicle Collision
Occurs On 'Friday;
No One Injured

Theft Reported
Here Friday

Easter Egg-Hunt
To Be Conducted

Course In Day Care
Center To Be Given
Economits
Home
The
Department at Murray State
University will offer a Creative
Activities for Children in Day
Care Centers course.
The course will be taught by
Ann Carr, of the Home
Economics Department, and
will run from Tuesday April 4,
for six weeks. The class will
meet fr'bm 7:30 to 9.30 p.m'at
the Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center at Murray
State. There is no charge for the
course.
The course is designed to help
workers plan and provide
the
meet
to
activities
of
needs
developmental
children. Some activities which
will be included are importance
of creative activities for
children, art experience, music,
stories, dramatic activities,
indoor and outdoor play,
seasonal activities, toys and
equipment.
Interested persona who would
like to enroll should -he-present
for the first meeting April 4.

Hubbard Gives Views Pro And Con On 1972 Kentucky Legislature
Written By Carroll Hubbard

First District Senator

f";

The 1972 Kentucky General
Assembly was,,1 a legislative
session long to be remembered
by Kentuckians. It was a
progressive, forward looking
session in many realms. Some
excellent legislation was approved. And yet the passage of a •
few bad bills, the yielding to the
selfish demands of special interests and domination by the
executive branch of government car the image ',Utile 1972
session.
Before proceeding with the
happenings of the recent
legislature I want to say that I
tlie Ledger- and
appreciate
Times allowing me this opportunity to share with you this
"Report to the People" concerning the sixty day session
which began slowly and
methodically (in January 4 and
ended in a -haphazard rush at_
dawn on March 18.
The ten day period during

which Gov. Wendell H. Ford
&it'd sign, veto or allow
passage without his signature
the many bills which cleared
both the House of Representatives and Senate during the
final days of the session has now
passed, as of lest Wednesday at
midnight. So, the 1972 regular
Kentucky legislature is history.
A special session in the near
future is a possibility as to
reconsideration of the • "lost
bill" establishing a new Kentucky State Department of
Environmental Protection and
for action in lieu of the March
21 U. S. Supreme Court decision
residency
voter
as
to
requirements.
It is indeed a privilege for me
to tcrntinue t6 repreSent approximately 84,000 western
Kentuckians in the Kentucky
Senate. Be assured I realize the
responsignificance and
sibilities of this office. During
the past session I was able to
maintain my perfect attendance record as a legislator

and was present for all happenings of each legislative day.
My main allegiance is to you
people I represent in the
legislature. During the session I
sought each day to express
accurately and—effectively your
wishes as to legislation. Not
only during but now after the
session it was and is a joy for
me to try to serve as a helpful
intermediary between you and
your state government.
There are, of course, three
branches of governinent—the
and
judicial
executive,
legislative. Idealistically, this is
how it should be in Kentucky.
'However, throughout many
legislative sessions prior to the
recent one. the . several
governors of Kentucky have
been able to control to varied
extents the happenings of the
legislature.
However, several current
veterans of the legislature indicate that the governor and
administration had more

control over this past session congratulations for this accomplishment. The governor
than any they have attended
had very little time to prepare
A Democrat Senator from
the budget as he was
hi
in
central Kentucky, aerving
inaugurated' last December 7
fourth regular session, said on
end the budget proposal, House
the floor of the Senate iiirtheBill 335, was introduced on
last day, "When thig session
4.
February
adjourns, it is the governor's,
To support the $3.5 billion
had
good or bad, because he has
budget, matching revenue is
complete control." A reporter
necessary.
of the Louisville CourierLast year during the long
Journal asked Gov. Ford on the
gubernatorial campaign three
final day of the session if any
of the candidates promised that
bill which he supported failed to
if elected they would remove
pass. The governor answered,
the five cents sales tax on take
"Not as of this date."
-hOMe groceries and would bring
And' Yet, despite its stror
about rirf new or additional
comings, the 1972 legislature taxes except severance tax on
did leave behind some out, coal during the 1972 legislature.
stadding, historic legislation. . A close look at the revenue
Gov. Ford's $5.5 btflion picture. however, revealed that
executive budget bill covering the severance tax on coal plus
the next two fiscal years-went normal economic growth would
through the legislature without not equal the loss of revenue
a dissenting vote nor major caused by taking off the sales
change. Gov. Ford and his tax on take-home groceries.
worked
budget advisors
Many Ke.ntuckians.
diligently o'n the budget especially In western Kentucky,
proposal and deserve our indicated a preference of

keeping the revenue flow at its
current level, in ether words, to
keep the tax on food rather than
have other taxes increased as a
result. Even as to the severance
tax on coal, these Kentuckians
knew that not only would that
tax adversely affect theWestern
and eastern Kentucky coal
regions but would ultimately
cause every Kentuckian higher
costs, such as increased utility
bibs.
But the governor chose to
folloso -through on his 1971
pledge to remove the tax on
groceries and the legislature
adopted his proposal. As of next
October 1 -Kentuckians will no
longer pay the sales tax on take-home food.. The result will be a
loss of $60 million a year to the
state treasury
The governor also honored
another
campaign
commitment. Those retired servicemen and federal civil
service workers who are age 65
or over also received a tax

reduction from this legislature.
They will be able to. exempt
each year a portion of their
retirement pay from state income taxes under terms of
House Bill 39, depending upon
their current earned income.
Naturally, these revenue
losses had to be made up
through other tax measures.
To support the budget, the
legislature, at Gov. Ford's
direction, did the following.
I. levied the state's first
severance tax on coal-4 per
cent- qf the value of the coal at
the' head of the mine with a
mininium of 30 cents a 6n,
effective April 1:
2. raised corporation's state
income taxes by ending
deductibility of federal income
taxes on state returns, effective
last January 1;
3. increased the present
unfair automobile tax. Now
when you buy a new car, for
example. at $3,000 and you
trade in your 92,000 used car,

you pay motor vehicle usage tax
1
.
as follows:five per cent tax 01
90 per cent of the new car price',
regardless of the trade in. Thus,
now you would pay $135 tax On
that $3,00P. car. But because of
House Bill 394 which passed the
House 67-27 11% the Senate 26-10
your new car tax, as of next
July 1, will be five per cent on
the full, 100 per cent retail price.
So as of July 1, on that $3,000
neve -ear you may purchase,
regardless of the value of your
trade-in, your Kentucky tax will
be $150.
4. raised the gasoline tax by
two cents a gallon, effective
next July 1, to help finance
continued road building. So,
next July 1 our gasoline state
tax will be nine cents per gallon.
placing Kentucky in a tie for
second highest gas tax in the
nation.
Also, a bill to authorize a tax
of up to two per cent on water
bills cleared both the House and
Continued on Page Two)
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SATURDAY-APRIL 1, 1
attend
school or visit medical
On the same day that I spoke
facilities.
industrial
the
against
and voted
More areas of our state need
loan bill, shortly after the
have adequate news media
to
to
said
Senator
State
session one
present
to report the activities
-Democrat
Paducah Sun
redistricting bill and the Senate a
among other things, and voting records of their area
reporter,
a.m.
later passed it at 4:05
-.unwilling to legislators. To this extent the
that I was
that same morning.
cooperate in any way." This Paducah Sun-Democrat and
Legislators were pressured in
television
station
the March 10 WPSD
various other ways to vote the appeared in newspaper.
deserve recognition and apthe
of
edition
wishes of the present adAs most of you realize, I voted preciation tram-'Weittern
ministration. Some were
majority of bills Kentuckians for sending two
warned that they would be for the great
ad- intelligent, objective, young
the
by
supported
defeated at the next election,
There were many newsmen, Karl Harrison and
ministration.
that the proposed highway
administration bills. And Gary Roedemeier, to Frankfort
improvements in their home good
I sincerely believed to cover the recent session. Only.
when
yet
area would either be cancelled
promoting bad the Louisville, northern Kenor delayed, that they would they were
no hesitancy to tucky and far western Kentucky.
had
I
legislation
receive no patronage conno. Surely -areas had both newspaper and
vote
to
and
sideration for friends wanting say so
television personnel present to
be.
should
it
way
the
that's
would
state jobs or that they
report the legiilative hapmaintain
who
you
of
those
For
receive no personal favors of
already has too penings. Lexington,.Bowling
any kind from the governor's that the state
1972 legislature Green, Ashland and other
the
laws,
many
'office.
statutes, in- larger Kentucky cities did not
few
repeal
a
did
After the bill seeking to
meat have full time reporters present
regulating
those
cluding
of
a
enable Sunday sales
at the session. Frankfort,
dairy
imitation
and
inspection
beverages barely
alcoholic
however, was an exception.
have
laws
Federal
passed the Senate 16-11 on that products.
Our government today needs
both
regulation
in
pre-empted
-serne final day of the 'session,
to be closer and more responfields.
one Senator; a dedicated
The most controversial bill p1 sive to the people. At the same
Christian gentleman, told a few
session which failed to pass time the people need to take
the
other legislators shortly
more interest in the governthereafter that his employer was legislation to bring the no- ment. It is
obvious that ,
insurance
automobile
fault
had been contacted the previous
nowadays people feel frustrated
state,
our
concept
to
day and urged to apply the
A controversial bill which did by their inability to influence'
pressure on this Senator to vote
the legislature was_ House. events and, as some say, be
pass
for the hill. He did and -the
heard by government 214- the
advocates of Sunday salFs
- Or 1 Bill 111,- which gives._ the
'politicians.
the
raise
to
authority
governor
had
the
beverages
alcoholic
The 1972 election-feturns in
necessary 16 votes tto pass the salaries of the state's commissioners and department the south and/horth indicate
bill-in the Senate.
$27,500 a year This that the voters are unhappy
The 1972 legislature granted heads
CT We are.
set up automaliC with g
also.
would
interest-rate increases to
witnes g in this year's
banks, savings and loan salary increases for state
employees directly under these presidefitial primaries a middle
associations and industrial loan
commissioners and department America explosion with' people.,
companies.
Senate Bill 159 will raise the heads. This bill was unpopular pretesting unfair taxes, rising
rcrime, unpunished criminals,.
interest rates which banks and statewide.
Two bad bills, in my opinion, unrewarding foreign aid, a
savings and loan associations
can charge. The allowable time which passed the Senate on the gigantic welfare mess which
period on bank and savings and last hectic night of the,session rewards mothers of illegitimate
loan installment plans will be are House Bills 208 and 205. children and those who can't
extended to 10 years, and House Bill 208 which becomes work but choose not to, the cost
mis- of living outrunning their
savings and loan companies will law, would Aillow
be permitted for the first time to demeanants/ sentenced to paychecks or Social Security
jail to leave during certain income, wide open porfinance mobile-home sales.
One lending measure which hours tQ work or for other nography, the business of
caused much debate was House specified purposes. Supporters busing children to schools
of tnehill argued that this would because of the color of their skin
Bill 7.36, the industrial loan bill.
This bill, surrounded by a,11O4 an individual convicted of and many other issues uncharges of polities, payoffs and a crime to continue supporting popular with the majority of
pressure, caused a 25. -minute' his- family.,, and eot become Americans.
Whatcan we-doTWC6estcan
special program to be aired$a burdens on the state welfare
Louisville television station on rolls. Opponents of the bill said study the candidates, federal.
at least two different occasions. that the bill would turn the jails state and local, and the issues
The industrial loan name is into free overnight hotels for and vote.
Before the 1974 regular
misleading.Industries could not criminals, with free hot meals
session of the Kentucky
afford to borrotiemoney at such in addition.
The other bills, House Bill 205, legislature meets again there
interest ratei. It is often ,the
people who ire-tinable to believe it or not, passed the will be the 1973 legislative
borrow, -Money -at...banks or. legislature and now becomes races.
I close urging you to vote for
It allows the Department of
saVIngl and"loin aesociation,
to establish legislative candidates next year
people with tittle security, who Corrections
residential "halfway houses" who will listen to you and your
k these'loans.
Briefly, under House Bill 236. for convicted felons and permits ideas for good government and
/in loaning $7,500 for five years, selected prisoners at Eddyville a better future for all of us in
the loan company could deduct and La Grange to leave the the beautiful Bluegrass state of
$2,625 for interest, another $281 ,_,prisons to visit relatives, work, 'Kentucky.
for life insurance, another $405
for health and accident insurance, and $40 more for
Prop, info 753-3314i
examining the borrower's
credit, for a total cost of $3,351.
NOW Ends Tue.
The borrower, seeking a loan of
$7,500, ends up with $4,149. This
bill passed the House 51-39 and
the Senate 19-14.
One industrial loan cot.;
pora-tion wrote directly to
legislators urging passage of a
bill because "the cost of
loanable funds has increased by
more than 28 per cent and
operating costs have increased
IT'S THE HAPPIEST CANINE CARTOON OF ALL'
significantly." This same in:
dustrial loan corporation shows
TRARNICOLIIIII• CANNIASCAPII
in its latest stockholders report
that 1971 set an all-time record
for earnings in the 51 year old
Showtimes: 1:15, 3'.15 7:15, 9-Adm. 1.50-75'
company. Net profit, after
taxes, was $5.5 million, and
increase of $1.5 million dollars
over 1970..
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. .
W P. Williams, President 11941-1963/
.
Oenate..
Tbia..lostalatinn also.
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
creates the Kentucky Pollution
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, Abatement Authority, which
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
would used funds raised by the
terest of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmer" Co., 1509 Madison Ave , tax to help finance sewage
Memphis, In Time S. Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg . disposal projects.
Detroit, Mich.
The county "home rule" bill
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray. 135 per weerni.52 per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail ;n Calloway and adjoining counties, also passed the House and
57.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515.00
_Awe year ,-more than 150 miles from Murray,$1800 per year All mail Senate. This bill will allow the
fiscal court in each county to
subScriptions plus 5 percent state 'tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Mbrray, Kentucky, for
transmission levy new taxes or increase old
as Second Class Matter

ones if not in conflict with state
laws or the Constitution.
Another bill will require fiscal
courts in the counties to finance
SATURDAY-APRIL 1, 1972
conservation districts, either
out of existing funds or from a
property tax of up to the
equivalent of two cents per
The idea- of a guaranteed minimum wage is acre.
It will cast more to file a
wrong-all wrong. It is a political hoax to the worklawsuit after mid-June. The
men who need_ help most.
state tax on circuit court suits
A wage is a trade. Money from the employer is and certain other actions will go
traded for production from the worker. So, the more up by $10. Now it costs about $26
the worker produces the more the employer can to file a civil action in area
circuit courts, so soon it will be
pay him in the trading between them.
_
-at least $36.
But the less and less a wbrker produces the less
Early morning weariness and
and less the employer can pay him. And if and when frustration over legislature
that production falls belbWThe minimum wage rate; rWletrintIng during
the employer cannot hire that worker at all. if he hours of the legislature helped
-d4he wouldso bankrupt, and so hire no one. ,---- to defeat House Bill 150, Which
would have again increased the
A minimum wage iiiIiiefby law &Rinds great on cost
of a driver's license, this
_ the floor of Congress and gets votes for the time from $3 to 14 and which
politicians whoeridorse it. But it destroys jobs on the would
required
have
photographs
floors of factories and stores and offices.
on
driver's
Especially, it- destroys jobs of the lesser skilled 'licenses. It had passed both the
who simply cannot produce enough to trade for it. House and Senate but an
amendment placed on the bill in
Where is the fairness or wisdom in that'?
the Senate caused it to go back
Put the emphasis on training, and the higher to the House early Saturday,
production which results will bring the higher March 111,_ where the bill was
defeated at about 2 a.m.
wage.-Beaumont (Tex.) Journal.
To the credit of Gov. Ford and
the legislature of 1972, the
state's first comprehensive
consumer anti-fraud measure
became law. It gives much
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
power to the state Attorney
General and the law says,
simply, that no businessman:- Mrs. Tilman ShiØIy of Sweetwater, _Texas, forbe he a Merchant or a lawyer:_--Jnerlf_tdurraydied_yesterday.
can use "false, misleading or
t. Richard Edmonds.; eighth grade atiident - at
deceptive acts or practices" in
Kirksey, won the title of champion speller of
conducting his business.
Calloway County at the contest held yesterday. Dan
Another consumer protection
measure which becomes law in
NMcCallon; sixth grader at Lynn Grove, won second
Kentucky-called the coolingplate.
off-period law-will drastically
Tommie D. Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. -Herman M.
alter the business relationship
Hill, recently was promoted to Specialist Four at
between the consumer and the
Fort Hood, Texas, where he is a member of the First
door-to-door salesman.
.. Basically, it allows a purchaser
Armored Division.
three days to cancel a contract
Ed Fenton, acting Murray Postmaster since the
signed with a salesman who
retirement of Harry Sledd two years ago, announced
solicits a sale in the home.
Other bills enacted will:
today that he will resign the position as of April 20.
1. require financial disclosure
by candidates for public office;
2. allow local governmental
bodies to decide on Sundayclosing rules for business
establishments;
LEDGER es -Tutus TILE
3. authorize a . presidential
in Kentucky in 1976;
Bill Jeffrey rated superior on radio speaking and primary
4. increase
workmen's
Jackie Shroat on public speaking at the Regional compensation and unemSpeech Festival at Murray State College. They are ployment compensation
benefits;
both students at Murray High School.
5. allow a referendum in cities
Grover Wood James was elected County Chairman of the Calloway County Republican party at the of the first and second classes
for sale of alcoholic beverages
meeting held here. Dr. P.A. Hart is the retiring on Sunday;
chairman. .
6. authorize issuance of
Members of the cast of the play, "Little Miss Kentucky savings bonds as a
Somebody" to be presented by the sophomore class means of refunding the state's
of Kirksey High School are Richard Adams, Anna long-term, high interest rate
debt;
Lou Doores, Linda Beach, Bud Gibbs, Gene Parker,
7. create a new criminal code,
Ann Elkins, Arnie Adams,Donald Watson, Ada Boss, minus, however, the conand Dwain Aiones.
troversial abortion and porMiss -Wilma Lovins, 'student. at the Southern nography provisions, but the
Baptist Seminary at Louisville, was the recent guest effective date is not until 1974;
8. make sweeping revisions in
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins.
the state's election laws, including a provision for 'computerized registration lists
prepared at the state level and
the registration of all Kentucky
voters between the November
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
election of this year and the 1973
November. election;
Deaths reported this week are Mrs. J.L. Linn. age
9. expand the Public Service
71, B.W. Godfrey, and Miss Sallie Paschall.
Commission membership from
three to five:
The Murray City Park will be ready this summer
10. create new provisions for
for picnickers and those who want to play, said
the prevention and treatment of
Mayor George Hart.
alcohol and drug problems;
James Hargis of Kirksey Route Two was the first
11. designate certain wild
man,so far as could be determined, to buy a new suit
rivers in Kentucky for
without cuffs on the trousers in Murray since the preservation;
12.
eliminate
the
new regulations went into effect March 30 to conrequirements that, children
serve wool.
must be vaccinated against
The largest neon sign in Murray was installed by
smallpox before entering first
Lerman's last week.
grade;
Superior winners from local high schools in the..
13. increase the maximum
Regional Speech ,Festival at Murray State College recovery from the state Board
were Nora Moore,-Maurita Morris, Harold Doran, of Claims for damages against
the state-from $19,004 to $20,000;
Jean Ryan, Clifford Jones, Marian Sharborough,
14. increase strip mine permit
Gene Cole, George F'reeman, Will Frank Steely, Sue fees from $50 to $150 with oneEs;ie .Bailey, and Barber Rogers_
half of the amount of the permit
fee being returned to the county
Mr. and Mrs. Virdon Tucker are the parents of a
where the permit is used; Ind
baby girl, Eviltin Kay, born March 31.
15. enable purchasers of
prescription drugs to buy them
by their, generic 'or chemical
name instead of the usually
-more expensive brand names.
One of the more humorous
happenings of the session was
Let us not he weary in well-doing; for in due season we shall
when one Senate aide was asked
---reip.-Cillatians
his opinion of the generic drug
The rewards of godliness are seldom immediate. But he who
bill. Ile answered, "Well,if the
serves God faithfully for love and not for profit will find life
state ownes the bill, I guess we
always satisfying.
ought to pay it."
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
tithe Integrity of its Newspaper

The Minimum Wage
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There were 1,048 bills introduced during the paste
session, with 673 of these
originating in the House and 37n
being introduced in the Senate.
A total of 384 bills passed the
legislature.IX these Gov. Ford
vetoed 21 bills. Thus, 363 bills of
the session become law in
Kentucky.
Among the bills which Gov.
Ford vetoed 'are those which
would have:
1. authorized recognized
teacher associations to bargain
collectively with school boards
concerning working conditions,
salaries, fringe benefits and
personnel transfer policies;
2. given cireuit courts exclusive jurisdiction of overweight truck cases when the
truck is cited for weight 50 per
cent or more over the legal
limit. Such cases now go to
county courts;
3. raised the minimum wage
to $1.60 an hour for certain
workers who are not covered by
the federal law, such as hotel,
restaurant, laundry, drycleaning and retail sales
workers;
4. raised the pay of circuit
courtjurors from $0 to $10 a dayl
and wouldhaverequiied
collection of an additional $2
tax on filing of circuit court
suits and on fines;
5. alloweik--parents a $10 tax
credit otilheir state income tax
for tuition paid to private and
parochial schools; and
6. authorized issuance of
restricted - "occupational"
licenses to drivers whose
licenses are revoked or
suspended.
The 1972 Kentucky General
Assembly was helpful to our
state's education needs.
For 1972-73 fiscal yea(there is
a $27.1 million increase in state
aid to our public elementary
and secondary schools. There is
$18.6 million additional money
for our state's universities and
colleges. There is a 6 per cent
increose in the allotment for
teachers' salaries and the
beginning of a statewide .inndergarten program.
The school crisis in Louisville
and Jefferson County was
temporarily solved by the
passage of a measure providing
for an occupational tax increase
in that area.
Also approved were 150 new
classroom units each year of the
coming biennium for exceptional children across
_ _
Kentucky:
The legislature also passed
bills revamping the governing
boards of the state colleges and
universities and extending
voting rights to their faculty
and Student representatives.
The legislature passed a record
$287,5 million biennial budget
for higher education that calls
for tuition increases for
students.
Kentucky Staie College at
Frankfort will become a state
university in mid-Jtinle`
The state Council/on Public
Higher Education, target of
criticism in recent years for not
exerting 'enough control mkt
the state ofeversities, is due for
a thorough revamping, and
increased authority. Gov. Ford
has authority to name an entirely new 10-member council
on July 1.
A regretabie omission of the

budget is that there is no funding for the 30 year teacher
retirement program. •
As to constitutional amend.inynts, you will have a chance in
November of next year to
change the Kentucky ConStitution. Both of these bills
affecting the 'Constitution also
passed during the final hours of
the session.
One, Senate Bill 18, would
anew sheriffs to succeed
themselves, requires the
superintendent of public instruction to be appointed by the
governor instead of elected
statewide and would abolish the
Railroad Commission. None of
the present officials would be
affected by the bill, however.
Another, House Bill 618,
provides for annual session of
the legislature for 45 days itt
each year. The days would not
have to be consecutive but
would have to be over a four
month period.
The Kentucky Constitution
forbids more than 2 possible
constitutional . amendment
prop
r
re
session of the legislature. The
question is: will Kentuckilns
approve either or bah
proposals? ---As to redistricting, because of
the United States Supreme
Court's historic one man-one
vote ruling, the 1970 federal
census indicated that Kentucky's congressional, judicial
and legislative' districts .would
have to be redrawn because of
obvioets population inequities.
The
remap
plan
for
redistricting
the Kentucky
Court of Appeals brought about
little debate and that bill passed
easily, it having the apparent
approval of the state's Court of
Appeals judges.
The
Congressional
redistricting bill was reportedly
drafted .and approved by
Kentucky's seven congressmen.
The dirf sifliuig tibrnatens
came from northern Kentucky.
Its two largest counties-Kenton
and Campbell-were split in
half, north and south, by the
remap plan. This was helpful to
Fourth District Congressman
Gene Snyder, who resides in
Jefferson County and who
-represents that area north to
the gevington-Newport area.
The bill which passed places the
northern half of Kenton and
Campbell Counties in the
Fourth Congressional Dis
and the southern half
the
Sixth District which
its
heaviest
populat nin
Lexingttei:. -Legislative
Birk-MU=
this involved We districts of all
138 legislators. This bill enabled
the governor and the legislative
leaders much leverage during
the session. Several House and
Sehate
members
were
threatened that their district
would be greatly altered if they
did not vote for administration
bills.
Regretably,
some
legislators yielded to this type
pressure and voted for some
bad bills. Others stood up and
told it like it was-calling attention to the pressure.
Final passage of the
legislative redistricting bill
came after all other bills had
been either passed or defeated.
It was at 3:43 a.m. on Saturday,
March 18, that the House
passed
the
legislative
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Ends TONITE
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•
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Winchester-Tyler Engagement

"go Your IndiFranviducesal Horoscope
Drake

I3.imogo,
Mrs. J.T. Sammons, West
Main Street, has as her guests
for the Easter weekend all of
her children. This is .the first
they- hays been together
sin .it- They are -Mr. -and
Mrs. Thomas R.oes Sanunons of
Alamogordo(' N411., Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Girardot and
children. Stanley And Dina, of
Baton Rouge, La., Mr. and;rs.
Henry Winograd of Chi go,
lit., Mrs. Robert Crenshaw of
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Charles
Sullivan of Houston, Texas, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Vaughn of
Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Sammons and son,
Michael Douglas, of Chicago,
Ill., Mr. and Mrs. John I.
Sammons, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Sammons and son, Jason, Mr.
and Mrs. Don Bailey, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe L. Boyd, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Paul Sammons,all of
Murray.

\teb
X

FOR MONDAY,APRH. sn-Look in the section in which Study
new
trends and
your birthday comes and find Stiggestions,
The Baptist Young Women of
and
do not reject
what your outlook is, according unusual
the First Baptist Church
ideas summarily.
will
to
the
stars.
sponsor an Easter egg hunt
SAGITTARIUS
for
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ^
all children of the church at
Idgfr(-11-4.)
(Mar.
21 W.if 20) cr
--1'6
„1709-A Wells Extended,
- -1*--iih'essed now: Coorat five
Don't
try
to
reach
for
the
p.m. A hot dog supper will „be
, pelreptio_n_ , accuracy.
unreasonable but do give dination,
• served.
painstaking effort, not only to A continuing search will turn up
The Hazel High Sc
routine endeavors, but to the many advantages ,and help
Alumni banquet will be
"extras" which may come your prepare the way for 'improved
at
Murray Woman's Ciph House
way. It will pay off.
CAPRICORN
4t
1,
with Dr. Will
TAURUS
By Abigail Van Buren
Steel:), as
(
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ift)
speaker.
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A sense of proportion and
Observe small differences of
DEAR ABBY- I hardly know
how to begin, but my
Gospel singing will be held at
opinion, "little" telltale trends. thorough knowledge of your
husband, the "DO-IT-YOURSELF
ER," is always helping
Shady Greve Baptist Chuch at
They could help prevent errors. assignments will be important
someone who is either too lazy
or too dumb to do things for
Stressing these, you should
7:30 p
If all is well, you have the
themselves. They rarely pay him,
fare wel.
but he keeps right on
-green
light"
doing
ahead.
go
to
for
others, and refusing to do for us! -..
Sunday, April 2
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
IAA/
We started out remodeling our
nununity-wide
Easter
(Jan.
21 to Feb. 19)
entire
house,
plus
adding
(
May: 22 to June 21)
two rooms and a bath. Thattw
ise Service will be held at
If
you
as two and a half years ago.
seem
tti
tun
into
more
Excellent Mercury influences
He_ laughingly calls it his "five
the Murray High School
snags than usual, immediately
-year-project." I've tried to
make
this
a
day
for
lip
BIG
acYarn whenever I can, and so
Football Stadium at six a.m.
have the older children.
complishment-even if only in check, and recheck, if need be.
[We have seven, from 16 down to 14
months
old.]
the preparatory stages of new There's tie sense in repeating
j
- I think if my husband has any
Gospel singing will ge held at
spare time, he should
ventures, which can be as errors or clinging to previous
finish
this house instead of running off to
mis
Pleasant Valley Church of
piscal
aglation
s.
Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Sellers of
help somebody
important as the actual doing.
else, don't you? I am a nervous wreck
Christ at 7:30 p.m.
Hopkinsville are the parents of
and need your help.
CANCER
a baby girl, Jennifer Leigh,'
ALL TORN UP
(June 22 to July 23) (W.) (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Sunrise service will held at
You may have some "extras"
weighing seven pounds four
Better advantages than you
DEAR TORN: I agree with"
„ yea. Your husband
six a.m. at the North Pleasant
ounces, born on Sunday, March
may anticipate at first. An to handle, but adapting yourself
SHOULD finish your house first. but
no afraid he wasn't
-Grave ---Cumb-e-rian-d---- kiddin
26, at 6:05 a.m. at the Murrayespecially good period for to circumstances could enable
g when be "laagidagir called
it
a
Presbyterian giurch with Rev.
live-ye
ar-proj
ect.
Calloway County Hospital.
revitalizing projects which you you to profit in a most heartMy advice to you Is WWWIrlibli
lik, and wept the fact - may
Refold Bates as speaker.
KiTyVinchester
They have another daughter,
havl thought of dropping.
that it will take another two and
a half years. The damage
/* Stephanie Jo, a_ge 2.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
•
you do to yourself by fretting and
The Murray Art Guild,,North
stewing and nagging is
Mrs.Ola Winchester of Murrly announces theefigagement inid
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2ilt
governed by Aries, zodiacal
The maternal grandparents
more serious.,than the inconvenience
lith Street, wit be open-•-fremof living the way you
approaching marriage of her youngest daughter, Joyce Kay,741 are Mr. and Mrs. Max Beale
This day will need team Sign of strength, purpose,
are.
one to four p.m.
_
of
players as—t-vill as in- versatility, mental and physical _ TerryDale Tyler,son of Mr.and Mrs. Polk Tyler of Almo. •
'Murray and the paternal
_Manday, Apra 3
Thetrida:eVse(Ullit-ditughter of the-late E -tTom-) Win- andparents are Mr, and Mrs.
dividualists. Try to murb your vitality. You have a magnetic
DEAR ABBY: My husband, a physici
.The WSCS of the Coldwater
usual desire to "go it alone"- personality, enjoy people,
chester. She is a 1970 graduate of Murray University School and - Bob Buchanan of
an,
age
50,
has
been intimate with a young woman for
Metropolis.
United Methodist Church will
and cooperate!
three years off and
attended Murray State University. She is presently employed at
seeing new places, travel for
4
on.
VIRGO
meet at the church at seven
adventure. You love to enMaster Tire Service.
This woman is married and has a small
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
tertain and you make many
Mr. Tyler attended -CallowaTtiamty "High School and is dpOlesauce shine,in April
Onhusband is out of the country for Icing periods child, and her
If you don't get all the friends along life's way-but
at a time.
present
ly employed at the Master Tire Service, Coldwater Road,
Applesauce, one of meat's
I regard my husband's actions as an
cooperation you had an- you sometimes lose them
The Executive Beard of the
Murray.
favorite companions, is in the
and am striving to give him special love emotional illness,
ticipated, don't worry about it. through overaggressiveness or
and care now that
Murray Woman's Club will
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 9, at the Cherry limelight in the grocery in
the girl's husband is back in the country
Try working things out another an occasional tendency to "talk
have a lunchebn meeting at the
and they live in
Corner Baptist Church,with Rev. Roy Gibson officiating. No M- April. Spice it with cinnamon
another state.
way.
You
CAN.
out of turn." Try to curb these
club house at 1130 a.m.
vitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to and serve with ham, pork
The girl is obviously selfish and unstable, and
LIRA
traits-for your own peace of
I
anticiattend.
chore, beef patties, corned
pate that eventually she will lose her husban
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Art mind. There are many fields in
Chapter M
d because of
of the P.E.0
beef or Iamb chops.
her
immora
l
behavio
Some
planeta
r
which
and
ry
restric
you could _curve a suc- Beef Ball Kabobs
return home with her small
tions.
Sisterhood will meet at
child.
I
have
But
this does not mean that the cessful career but, with your
felt sorry for her and have protected her
"Oakhurst" at 7:30 p.r. with
For an easy and economical
name, even though she clearly stated to me,
day is "lost." With your innate gift for words, you would
Mrs. John Nutter as hostess.
"I have no
morals."
poise, you can hurdle most probably enjoy writing the dinner„ serve beefy kabobs.
obstacles. Make concessions most.If you do not take up some Simply shape seasoned ground
How shall I react when this girl returns to this
The Executive Board of the
small
town again? We have adult.offspring about her age
where it seems the best thing to form of ,literature as an oc- beef into balls approximately
Almo School PTA will meet at
1 1/2 inches in diameter.
who
are
as stunned as I over this situation, discove
cupation, you would surely Thread
red only last'
the school at 1:30 o.m.
Skewers alternately
tcoit
year..
no
enjoy
hobby
these
along
a
lines.
BEWIWERED INTIM SOUTft
with beef balls, tomato
Oct.
24
to
excelle
Nov.
r
nt outlets for your
22)
The Itathleeen.JonesGrodp of
DEAR BEWILDERED: You have been more than gen- '
---Your stellar Influences im- litilents: Music, the-theater, the wedges and green pepper
the First Baptist church__
erous ia,vour attitude thus far, but don't anticipate
proving, but you could still fall law, politics, sculpture. Birth-, squares. 13Ytish:=- with bottled Only At
that
Women will meet at the home of
which may never happen. Your husband may regain
short
of the mark, if not careful. date of: Washington Irving, barbecue sauce. Broil STfiches
his
Mrs. Stanford Andrus at 7:15
from
heat 12 to 1
sanity. And the young woman may never come back.
.
5 minutes,
Amer. author; John Burroughs,
PEovi.Es ,ItA • lk
p.m. with Miss Lorene Swann as
poet, naturalist; Marlon Brando depending upon degferi of
leader.
donene
ss
f t KY
desire
d,
turning and
mi
and Doris Day, film stars.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I leceutly attende
d a
brushing occasionally:
large
catered
affair.
It was a sit-down dinner. Several
The Lottie Moon Group of the
courses were offered to him which he didn't want,
First Baptist Church Women
so in
order to let the waiter know, he turned his dishes
will meet with Mrs. Henry
upside
down. He didn't care for wine, so he did the same
Warren at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
with his
Mrs. Joe Thornton opened her
wine glass
James Ward as cohoste_ss and
home on the Coldwater Road for
On the way home we got into a big discussion about
Mrs. Clinton Rowlett as
it. I
the March meeting of the
said all he had to do was say to the waiter. "No, thank
program leader.
you.
Executive Board of the Kirksey
I don't care for any."
Parent-Teacher
Association.
My husband said it was a lot easier to just turn his dish
The president, Mrs. Randy
The Olga Hampton Baptist
or glass over. How would you vote?
FLORENCE
Lovett, presided at the business
Women of the Sinking Spring
DEAR FLORENCE: I'd vote with you. And so would
meeting.
Church is scheduled to meet at
my friend, Amy the etiquette expert.
Following the business, the
seven p.m.
members honored Mrs.Charles
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ANOTHER MOTHER FOR
Tucker with a surprise stork
Tuesday, April 4
PEACE": When I published my anti-Viet Nam war opinion
,I
shower.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
anticipated mail from readers saying, "Stick to your
love
Refreshments were served by
the First Presbyterian Church
stuff, Abby, you're not qualified to comment on our involve
Mrs.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Thornton to Mesdames
ment In Southeast Asia."
Vernon Campbell at 1:30 p.m.
Elvin Crouse, Jerry Kirkland,
I did, however receive an equal number of letters, sayEarl Lamb,Edward Willie, Roy
ing, "Right on. Sister!" I- appreciate land read] ALL my
Murray Assembly No.19
Clark, Rollie Henson, Rudy
mail. Pro and con.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Lovett, Don Paschall, Howard
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
%
Darnell, Charles Tucker, Billy
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get
it off
seven p.m.
Bazzell, James Miller, Richard
your chest. Write to ABBY,'Box PISS,
stame
Los dAngeitls CaL
Armstrong, Glen Gibbs, and
WOW For a personal reply enclose
The Annie Armstrong Group
. addressed
Leland
.Lawrence, and ICirksey
envelop
e.
of the First Baptist Church
Principal Johnny Bohannon.
Women is scheduled to meet
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111001111111111111111111111111111111 1
The next meeting will be held
Hate to write letters? Send $t to Rigby, Box MOO, Los
with Mrs. Charles Hale at 7:30
on
April
19
one
at
p.m.
at
the
Angeles, Cal. 10049, for Abby'l booklet. "How to Write Let-a.
p.m. with Mrs. M.C. Garrott as
home of Mrs. James Miller.
ters for All Occasions."
program leader.
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Numbers to call for the Red
..-Crass Emergency
Military
.Service after office hours from
March 25 to April 1 are 767-4052
and 753-8684.
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SAVE
$100.00 off
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MEDICARE
DUE TO CHANGES IN

New Information
Now Availablefor 1972

COVERING

HOSPITALIZATION —DOCTORS
PHYSICIAN — SURGEON — OSTEOPATH
CHIROPRACTIC SERVICES — YES!
Pre-Existing Conditions Are Covered!
- Guarantee Issue to Everyone on MEDICARE!
Guarantee renewablefor We!
This Policy Also Covers Nursing Homes,

art 7.00
ildren Free

E"

Special
Feature!
,Door's Calls

(PG)

FVf F-3!

VIIMMINIMIlmmmilmaANININNIAV

In or Out of
.. .The Houpital!

-

Local Claim Service

r FOR INFORMATION,FILL OUT
COUPON AND MAIL TO:
'Medicare Division. Federated Management Corp:
P.O.an 41
MadlsonvKle,Ky. 42413
Name
.
Street
PIY
(Underwritten by Naomi**idea UN)
Anit
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8 H.P. Lawn Tractor

50.00 off
8 H.P. Tiller
30.00 off
17 In. Chain Saw
'30.00 off
Portable Screen Patios
'65.06 off
11
/
2 H.P. Compressor
$5o.00 off--9x18-Ft Tent
27.00. off
14-Ft Jon Boat
'41.00 off----9 Cycle Dishwasher
35.00 off
19 In. Color Portable TV
5 H.P. Economy Riding Mower
'50.00 off
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Contemporary Club
1
Meets At Home Of 1
Mrs. Don Marine I
The
Contemporary
Homemakers Club, formerly
the Kirk.sey Club, held its
March meeting at the home of
Mrs.Don Marine on the Kirksey
Highway.
Mrs. Jamie Potts, president,
presided and the group voted to
change the name of the club
from Kirksey to Contemporary.
The club was organized in the
fall.
Members answered the roll
call_ with their favorite food.
New lessons for next year were
discussed. The group drew
names for "contemporary"
pals for the year.
Mrs. Johnny Adanxt_and Mrs.
Bobby Satterwhite presented a
very interesting and informative lesson on "Fruits
and Vegetables": A potluck .luncheon was
served at noon.
Others
present,
not
previously mentioned, were
.Mesdames,Dwain Elkins, Lynn
Robinson, Carol Frazier, Danny
Cunningham, KeitliHays, Fred
Gillum, Mergaret 3lbson, and
Rodney Tidwell.
The next meeting Will be he id
s 1April 13 at one p.m.
at the home
I of Mrs. Fred Gilluen.

HURRY! LIMITED SUPPLY!

1111111111111111111111111111
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'579.00
'229.88
977.88
999.00
'244.88
89.88
905.98
238.88
339.88
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2 for '5.58
Men's
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3 for '5.82
SPECIALS! Instant
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&-COVER SET
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Alabama. Turkey Hunting Binoculars Are Big Aid

SATURDAY—APRIL 1, 1972
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By Jerry Alien
The wind sighed through the spotted by clearings
made by when nothing else will.
,
tall pines against the night sky previous logging
mitted the cardinal sin of turkey
operations. "Gobbabblobbabble,"
over Alabama's top turkey But anyone that
he hunting, I got up and
had
walked to
ever
rang
out
loud
and clear. But the top the
management area.
hunted the wild turkey could
of
ridge thinking the
By Jerry Allen
of 8x glasses IX equals power of
with my ears stopped up with
-Better get up", Randy Lowe easily see that this
gobbler was gone. But to my
There are several types of the multiple of magnification)
was prime after effects of the
flu
I
couldn't
says, "It's gonna be time to be turkey habitat.
tell where it came from. SO I surprise when I topped the hill, optical aids that are invaluable you want to be sure they're
in the woods before long."
We drove as far as we could
he and three hens took to the tothe person that loves to keep actually 8X so look throu
in
listened carefully for another air,
gh one
I hopped out of the sack with the car, then
his eye out for the birds. But the side of the binoculars
commenced to gobble
at an
unusual enthusiasm for a man walk. in-241r0 in.
—4--- nfuzzled as I was I quickly modern binoculars, light in cut object with
the naked eye. If the
"Gobbobbobbobble". It was
that was still weak from the
"Quiet" I said, "I hear
about a ball mile directly east threw a shot at him and missed and small in bulk have pushed size is about one-third the image
worst case ofthe flu he'd had in something." Just
completely. Then as I pulled out the old telescope and field glass then it's likely you'v
then a big of me. I took off like
e gotten
a shot in in front
years. Biltf'd crawl 50 miles on gobbler and two
of the ole gobbler on the to the background.
hens ran across that direction.
close to an 8x and you can set
After getting in secon
my Ws
-- to go turkey hunting the road about 150 yards
d shot and squeezed the ...The mechanical function, if your mind at ease.
ahead what I thought was about
and here I was with my good of us.
300 trigger the feath
ers fogged and -it may be so termed, of the
Another important'factor in
yards
began
I
to stop and take the
friend, Randy Lowcready to go
"Man you were right" says
gobbl
er
half
fell and half vinocular is mathematical and binoculars is "field of view".
short listening breaks. Then he
after the top big game trophy of Randy, 'Thi
flew into a pine thicket at the -wilike the telescope or field The wider
s area must be sounded
the better, but
off again about 250
them all, the wild turkey.
wrapped up with turkey judging
base of the large hill. Im- glass, the viewer employing a 6 usual
yards
ly the greater the
away
, but he was right
It all began in March of 1971 from all the
tracks."
where I knew Randy had gone. mediately I ran to the thicket power binocular, for example magnification. The less the field
when Randy and I were talking
"There are several birds here
where I found enough feathers not only views a distant object of
I
view.
sat down beneath an ole pine to
as most turkey hunters do when but the
to fill my mother's pillows, but as though it was one-sixth as far
competition is tin- listen for the
The average person is conresults. I could tell no
spring is about to break out believable at
turkey. You can imagine now away but views it with greater fused by
times." I said,
the old gobbler was moving
the numbers employed
everywhere.
"Maybe if we can spot their
disappointed I felt and I had perception of depth.
right
in designating the various
towar
d
Rand
y and I wished
"Let's take off spring break roost„'said Rand
that I had held my fire,
No birder need be "sold" on binoculars. For exam
y "and then be thought before long
ple 6 x 30
he'd lower becau
and go to Alabama turkey there at dawn.
se it's a shame to let such the importance of a good set of and 7 x 35,
.." • -- the
boom
.
the first figure
hunting", I said.
But we weren't able to hear
a
•
magn
binoc
ific
ulars. Far too often he has always means the
ant bird escape
Then he stopped gobbling.
power, or
Randy was all for it, so we them fly to roost,
wounded.
been confronted with cir- magnification.'
so we went to After about 30 minut
es I decided
started making plans im- camp to enjoy
But who knows maybe he'll be cumstances in which binoculars
the company of to move down the
ridge toward
mediately. I wrote several the ether hunte
there this year when I return. If decided the success of an
rs that had Randy to see
The average person is conwhat had hap- he
friends in Alabama. One was moved in earli
is I'll be ready this time for outing.
er that day. We pened.
fused by the numbers employed
- my good friend and biologist turned in early
There are several factors to in designatin
because we
There sat Randy beneath a any kookie capers he has to
g the various
Jim Davis.
knew we were going to need the
offer.
be
considered before deciding binoculars. For exam
big
pine
with
the
bigge
ple 6x30
st
frown
Jim has made several
sleep.
At the end of the day with our upon the purchase of binoculars
I'd ever seen. Then up the
and 7x35, the first figure always
research studies on the turkey
"Better get up", was the call
hunt
behin
and
d
these
us we said
factors do not con- means
ridged walked this -so called
the
power,
and is one of the best turkey from Randy that
or
"goodbye" to our Alabama cern the decision as to power magni
had started turkey hunter".
fication. The
second
hunters I know. He's chalked up my enthusiasm
frien
ds
and
alone
heade
working.
but
,
d
for
the
the
size
good
and weight. refers to the diameter of the
"Did you hear that turkey?"
. BytACK WOLISTON
more than 30 big gobblers in the
Canal Zoos._ Okinawa and
ole town of Murray where we First, after you've decided
"Burr, this-morning air is he
on objective or front lens. TMYOWL- WM:Z=7 Tabgharna. and during
asked.
pact 14 years7--Justas I thought,
•
its knew we would find the remedy the power you want, you can
Unite
d
States Power'
larger OW diameter the
eah, I sure did", said
more than half century of
'Jim was eager for as to come
"Come on let's get breakfast'
to the homesick feeling we had then look for a reputable name
Squad
rons
is
changing its existence has taught the
Randy. 'lie was coming to my
the light gathering of the bin.
down for, ,_week of turkey going,,' he said.
ic
acquired during ouc Alabama as a good name binovular is
Under some circumstances pleas educational course for fundamentals of boating to
hunting and he had_promised
ure
boatmen, last
After #...899d ._teeltfalf we
• usually the best.
"WellTrin-a-big game turkey turkey hunt.
of the image-is-more m 1959. ter ptitmore revised more than 2 million persona.
•-•-- a real gbod
headed out to the place we had
emphasis
Suppose you've bought a pair Important
S1%!postetmlibeSPr,S alcotreugshbethitiney
hunte
r,"
said
than
the
magni
on
man and infication.
outboard boating and-Upon arrival in' Clark Co., been the evening
before. After troduced his wife,
Fornierly the best glasses trailering.
light blue
Alabama we found that we Were
-- alking about two miles to our coveralls
mine from Europe, but today . The USPS,made up of 40f1
and all.
in for some reatly fine weathar, spot, we decid
-1
- ;is
srik—ilisq9t°im
a
ncalp
itri:v
e ,ilinhg
ed to separate
Randy loOked, at me and
several American companies squadrons• 'and more than- Instructors derolo
erything was blossomed, the and wait until a
and materials and
gobble was grinned; we knew better
80,0
00
memb
ers
repre
are turning out equal quality
senting schools or other civic group
air was fresh and clear with the beard. Then our
.
s
all parts of the country, is a
plan was to
"Maybe we'll get him
or better. „
providing clasar000r- space.
smell of spring everywhere; move to within
pione
er
in
calling distance tomorrow," I said.
provi
ding
free-o
fSo
reme
mber to pick a good charge
tudateani
aastes
t tm
hea).enidt
that same smell that drives a to lure the ole bird
with the
for of thBeycPami
"Yes if that guy doesn't mess
reputable brand of biaoculars beginning instruction
ourseng
,
turkey hunter to the woods.
boatmen.
seductive call.
up my chances again" said
or you may not enjoy that bird
By David Galloway
The decision to change the he wishes, apply for memAfter setting up camp and
From a distance I could hear
bership in his district
Randy, "I'll be in a good spot."
outing the next time you're in course of instruction ,cam
Turkey hunting has become a opens, and- you have in your
shooting the bull with our the hoo-hoo-ho
e
o-hoo-ahhhh of
possession a valid Kentucky
But probably you've already new and exciting sport due
after a three-year study which squadron. U.S. citizenship is a
the
out-o
f-doo
rs.
friends, we decided to scout the the turkey hunte
to
r trying to guessed that Rand
„'
showed that 96 per cent of second qualification.
y didn't get the recent development of the hunting license and a big game
area we were to hunt the next arouse an ole
While membership "•.
gobbler by his chance the next
today's pleasure boats are
permi
t
from
LBL,
you y/ill be
day, the Land Between the Lakes
day. The hills were rolling and 'owling'. This somet
restri
cted
to
men,
women may"s
under 26 feet in length and 85
imes works competition was
ready to fight the mosquitoes,
too keen, recreation area.
poery.erecdent are outboard- also take the course in most
hunters were everywhere.
squadrons. If they complete it
Wild turkeys were stocked in flies, and deer lice in your quest
after one of the most elusive
and pass the test, they are
The second day of the hunt this region in the late 50's
The study also showed a
and birds
awarded a Certificate of
in the nation.
ended in disappointment for early 60's by the Departme
conti
nuing expansion of
nt of
When the time is at hand, you
both of us, but we knew we had Fish and Game of Kentucky
rect
.4atinn boat-mg awayfrom
and will
over also
.B°e
"
the16cour
want
anse
to
still another day before we the Federal men of the
d
be out io.the woods
coastal waters
inland rivers but cannot -tak
Tenattain full mema
ccias
nd
returned to Murray.
nessee Valley Authority. The about 4:30 a.m. This is so as not
on the big
bersh
ip
until
they
are_18.Next day -1 decided-to try a plan was to introduce the turke to, spook-_the_birds out- of the
1.-After oiling the bore- et w artificial lalres
y area.
applicant itecAted
power dams built in the last
new area that Jim Davis had into the area and have
rifle,
put
a
piece
for
of
cardb
memb
oard
ersh
ip is entitled to
it
dozen years in the West.
You see, while turkey hunting on the floor nest to the wall
recommended and it almost prosper. This plan,
and of these inland boatmen, Most fly the USPS flag, wear its
unlike
as
Fishermen catch fish every and
you
do
must
paid
sit
compl
off.
etely
unifo
I
was
rm and participate in its
still or prop the rifle against it, muzzle -many on coast
sitting beneath a others, did prosper. and today
demonstrations of special
al waters, trailer
day in Kentucky, and Ken- kinds
activiti He
may
of bait fishing, as well as big pine at daybreak when people for miles Mttett-Tonle to at a minimum. The turkey has on the cardboard. Most of the oil their craft to the scene of their
tucky's Parks Department how
enroll
advan
es.ilinadva ced-- cours
s°
use. knd most use outbo
to use a fish locator, will be "go.obbbbbabble,'‘" "Gob- Rentucily to try their hand aj the sharpest eyes of all the birds will run out-instead of running
ard
such as seaman, advanced
thinks one of the lucky ones given
with the exception of the hawks back into the action to collec
bobboobobole.'' rang out the sport. An estimated
at various times.
t power.
two
pilot, junior
could be you. This spring; the
navigator.
Inasmuch as the USPS
The program for the through the long hollow below hundred people bagged 15 birds and eagles. As dawn breaks, dirt.
navigator, engine mainstate parks are sponsoring weeke
cours
e
you
as
may
give
the
revise
mount
an
occas
d
ain
last
siona
2.
Insur
where
nearl
l
year
worm
e
y
I was
with
s all summer
nds will be the same at
15
many near
tenance, marine electronics,
Nears ago stressed conditions
another of their popular series each
sitting.
misses. The successful hunters kluck or two on your call. If you long by freezing a batch in the and
resort park.
sail, weather and instructor
situa
of Fishing Unlimited Weekends.
tions
in
are
good at this and the turkey spring when they are plentiful.
coastal
Within ten minutes I had will have a trophy Us remember
Friday evening, after a
The first, at Lake Cumberland, welc
is in the area, he'll probably A fresh dead worm is better awaters, the association decided
positioned myself on the same for life, while the unsuccessf
For persons interested in
ome
by
the
new
park
ul
revisi
on
was necessary.
was sold out well ahead of its super
learning details of courses in
intendent of recreation, ridge and listened intently for a ones will have to return to fulfil come not tailing it to your area. than no worms at all.
It pointed out that the
dates, March 24-26. The next the
If
you have any luck at all he
their area, USPS has
3. Here's how to keep live latest squadron chartered
Kentucky Department of gobble. It came so sudden I their dreams of big game
by
two weekends will be at Barren Fish
established a toll-free inwill come into shooting range baits, live crickets, worms and ISPS was in Okla
and Wildlife Resources almost jumped out from under hunting.
homa
City
River Lake State Resort Park, will
formation service which may
show a film on fishing and my hat. He had cut loose with
The season for turkey hunting and you will have a prize of a frogs livelier and longer lived in a stale that has more than
be reached by dialing 800-24:fLucas, -on April 7-8-9, and gt water
on the hook. Don't put the point 100,000 registered boats. 6000
safety. Carl Thomas, of the thundering loud gobble is relatively short. Usually, the life time.
froni anywhere in the
Kenlake State Resort Park, the
It all sounds so easy, doesn't of a hook through the body. Slip Most of these are trailered to
Kentucky Parks Depart- about 100 yards over a small last weekend in April and the
country lexcept in Connecticut
----Hardin, April 14-15-16.
the
state
sreserv
It?
oirs
Well
knob
its not, believe me. a small rubber band around the
which
on top of a -ridge where I first two weekends in May
ment, will instruct anglers on
where,* number is 800-942.
are
combined, have shorelines of,
how to filet a fish; and Carl was sitting.
set aside especially for the -Take my case for example. I bait and hook through that.
WS).
more than 1,000 miles.
Anglers wanting to bring their Strou
have been hunting for five or six
I waited, then low and turkey hunter. This affor
t, director of recreation
4. On a hot day, a wet sponge
ds the
• Founding
families for three days of for
years and have only heard one on top of worms will prevent
all Kentucky state parks, seductively I yelped to him "ke hunter six days in which he_ma
USPS
recreation, while they fish, will will
was founded in 1914
. But then, too, a friend of them from dehydrating.
talk about Kentucky's ook-kouk-kouk-kouk".
bag his limit. As alwairibunting
as a nonprofit organization
be pleased to know that ac- recre
mine
went
huntt
"Gobbobble,
ation areas.
5.
hg
Wax
with
me last
an'aluminum canoe dedicated to
gobobble, is closed to all on Sunday at
tivities have been planned for
.year and had a turkey come bottom and it will slip over boatmen. It.tbe education of
On each Weekend there will be gobble," he replied im- LBL.
comprises 30
non-fishing
visitors—movies, a banquet Saturday eveni
districts with 2100 squadrons.
Little equipment is needed to within 50 yards of him only to rocks more easily.
ng and mediately with enthusiasm,and
rook and'bridge, and tours of a progr
have
I knew he was cornipg. •
a
red
inclu
ess report on the day's
fox
ding
run it off. But
units in Puerto Rico,
bag your trophy bird. A
the parks. A special rate of catch
TVA is reminding owners of
'then we all have a little bit of
. Trophies will be given at •
Ten minutes later I hadn't shotgun, some No. 2
shotgun
831.00 plus tax per person, the
docks, boathouses, houseboats,
beginners luck in us.
close of the Fishing called again, he was close and shells, a turkey
call, a
which includes lodging and Unlim
and other floating structures on
Turkey hunting takes a lot of
ited Weekend at lunch on gobbled again just over the camoflauged outift,
meals from Friday evening
and a real
TVA lakes that July 1 isithe
Sunday.
patienee and skill. However,the
ridge top and I knew he must desire to have a chance
dinner until Sunday lunch, will
against
deadline.,for replacing empty ,
It is suggested that reser- have some hens with him.
patie
nce
takes
in
90
per
cent
the
and
smartest bird alive.
be offered.
vations be made as sooii as...
drums used for flotation. InQuietly, low and seductive I
Turkery hunting is not an the skill involves only 10 per
Three trophies are waiting for possi
formation on the requirements,
ble by calling the Parks clucked and yelped once, "putt easy sport. First
cent. If you are lucky enough to
,
of all like deer
winners in the following
Central Reservations Service in keoak, keok, keoult."
and on sources for acceptable
go
and
bag
your
bird,
then
hunting, you must scout the
you
categeries: largest Crappie, Frank
fort,toll free by dialing 1types of flotation, is available
He sounded off again and I area until you find either
will
have
somet
hing
to
be
proud
Largest Bass and overall
turkey
It takes-nearly a century to grow
800-372-2961 from any point in raised my gun.,,ready for
from Reservoir Properties
of
for
the
rest
the
of
your
track
life.
s
or
him
to
droppings. After you
Largest Fish. Door ,prizes will Kentu
green beauty of a tree.
cky. Calls from states top the ridge. After 30 minut
Offices at: TVA, 202 W. Blythe
- '
es have estimated your chances in
be an added attraction.
And only a careless second with
surrounding Kentucky can be of waiting, I had
Street Box 380), Paris, Tenn.
i match
completely this area, you may rest assured
The newest tackle and fishing made
to leave- only Neck ugliness.
,toll free, by dialing 1400- worn myself Out holding
New York hunters took 47,784
38242.
my 12 you will at least have seen part
equipment will be • on display
626-2911.
deer during the 1971 fall seaOnly you can prevent forest fires
guage magnum. Then I porn- of a turkey. When the
..
season son.
There were more than 44 mil.-.11mn•••
lion boatmen in 1971.
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1 Is Drdline,
For Replacing Drums

Forestfres destroy
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CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
"PROMPT, EFFICANT
SERVICE IS OUR
It
e R BUSINESS"
MAJO
Can Any Time

Our New Gun Department

•
rtilfzer

is Now Open!
Accurately Med

All Makes of Guns
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James Farmer And Allen Whiting To I3e Speakers At Educators ,Cdnvention

Your lob.idual Horoscope-14
‘7>r(
:,\cy
-

-••••

Frances Drake

ternational Relations" and Basham, ninth-grade block president of the Diadems County
three books on China.
teacher at Daviess County Education Association and the
Farmer__ will speak on "A Junior
School. Second District Education
High
Relevant Education for the Resolutions, to be acted upon at Association. In 1965 he was
Seventies" at the first general the Thursday session, will be
named Daviess County's outsession at 8 p.m. Thursday, introduced and nominations for standing young educator.
April 13 in the Coliseum. KEA one KEA-NEA and two KEA
-NEA director ( who also
president Claude Purvis of
offices will be made.
serves on KEA board of
of
principal
Louisville, assistant
Voting by delegates only will directors), James Baker,
Jefferson County's Pleasure take place from 9a.m.. to 3 p.m. Middlesboro, and Lloyd May,
Ridge Park High School, also Thursday, April 13 in the foyer Louisville.
will speak at that session, and outside Rooms and C. These
Baker, superintendent of
the 410-voice All-State Chorus candidates haveannounced forscholls and a
Middlesbo'io
Darazs,
Arpad
by
conducted
these positions:
t of
former director of the
-President-elect, Mrs. former superintenden
Hungarian State Chorus, will Louise Hite, who is unopposed. Fairview and Monticello
sing. Darazs is associate Mrs. Hite is now KEA vice- schools, is seeking re-election.
professor of music at the president, second-grade He has bten president of the
University of South Carolina teacher at Middleboro's West Rockcastle County Education
and author of the book "Sight -End Elementary School, and a Association, vice president of
Cumberland
and Sound."
member of the KEA Com- the . Middle
and a
Association,
Education
and
Whiting
by
Addresses
mission on Progressional
Governor Ford will be given at Negotiation. She is an alternate member of the KEA Ward ot
the second general session at to the NE& Resolutions Corn- directors ( before holding the
9:30 a.m. Friday, April 14 in the mittee, former president of the NEA directorship) and the
Coliseum. Whiting's topic will KEA Association of Classroom Upper Cumberland Education
be "China in the Seventies: Teachers (ACT) and the
Power and Policy."
--ifiddiesboro Education
Dr. Lyman Ginger, state Association, and a delegate to
superintendent of public in- the NEA Constitutional Construction, also will speak at the vention.
Friday morning session. At its 7- _Ake president, Mrs. Joy
will he—ArnolkOWentoa, an Dr; John
conclusion
president by
succeeded as
Owensboro
- -74-Michael Auxier of Emma.
Aepola,-,Englisjs
mathematics teacher at FloYd—at Owen County High School, is 46- County's Betsy Lyne High a past president of the Franklin_
School, Auxier, a past president County Education Association
Of the Floyd..County.Education•---IrmeriTher
Association, currently is ,KEA _mission on Hunian Relations, a

7,Q/..,

Association board of directors.

member

of

the

finance-

chairman of the NEA education -and salary
special services and political scheduling and legislative
committees plus the committee
action committees and is liason
from the NEA board of directos that drafted JCTA's initial PN
to the National Association for recognition agreement with the
Public Continuing and Adult Jefferson County Board of
Education.
Educations,„
Other nominations for the
May, mathematics teacher at offices may be made from the
Jefferson County's Westport floor.
High Schoo, is chairman of the
In addition to the KEA
on
- Commission
KEA
sessions there will be meetings
Professional Negotiation, of numerous other groups afchairman of the Jefferson filiated with the state's largest
County Teachers Association professional association. These
( JCTA PN and salary com- will feature a wide variety of
mittee, and a member of the speakers and topics ranging
JCTA board of directors. He
across all curriculum and
was president-elect of the special interest fields.
Jefferson County Education
The special groups will meet
Association, one of the two
hotels, motels, schools,
in
organizations that merged to colleges, churches, the YWCA,
form JCTA. At the local KEA headquarters, the Fair &
association level he has been a Exposition Center, and other
faculty representative and a Louisville locations.
He is
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Look in the section in which mentally or physically, but do
your birthday comes and find maintain a tempo progressive
hat your outlook is, according enough to accumulate the many
gains that are attainable.
to the stars.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
There is a lot more to this day
Demonstrate your talents in
the areas where they will do the
than meets the eye. Don't take
-advantages or success for most good, and don't be ungranted. Striving, facing nerved by stubborn opposition.
Situations
and Originality of approach will net
squarely
you big advantages.
remaining calm in the face 1
obstacles will be necessary.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
TAURUS
Ames Farmer
Strong indications of gain
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
through past efforts. A good
You can achieve much if you
go about things in the right period, too, for launching new
all
Study
way-and with confidence. enterprises.
There may be a hitch at times suggestions carefully, however.
but, generally, you can steer PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar.'
20)
things as you wish.
Take everything in proper
GEMINI
order or you may be disturbed
May 22 to June 21)
Even though your planetary by late-day results. Some issues
influences are fairly good, it from which to withdraw, others
will take more than average by which to profit. Judge
patience and skill to keep carefully.
YOU BORN TODAY7.-ai
matters in line. But you-CAN do
It.
native of Aries, are a quickthinking and quick-acting inCANCER
dividual, highly original in your
( Juke 22 to July 2.3)
Dataltivon,enP2r1 of yourself. - ideas and endowed with
There is &tendency now to rush practicality to carry them out.
'matters -03 too-hasty com- You are unusually gregarious
pletion, to plan too far ahead and make friends with people in ,
--without full understanding7-111'waXs of-life7but you best:,
mber_of_the-Fifth District
LOUISVILLE, KY. (ENS)- President-elect.
enjoy those with whom-yin can
Care!
le
Two sendens of AW-ingEa
- Education
board of
Association
have stimulating and intelligent Civil rights leader James
LEO
ZSthe
---Assembl3(5
a former
Delegateand
ectors,
r
Dr.
authority
China
r.
love
to
You
travel-1Farme
discussions.,
Aug.
23)
to
24
I July
600-member member of the KEA ACT board
Neither routine. flora other and could succeed-in -any-oc=f-Alleri-S. Whiting, and Governor
body, are of directors. She. was named
aking
policy-m
principal
be
will
matters may turn out as cupation which involves Wendell Ford
scheduled for 8 p.m. Wed- Owen County's outstanding
planned, but overcoming dif- journeying afar-doubly so if speakers at the two general
and 2:30 p.m. young educator last year.
ficulties is your forte. Plan each your trips bring you into contact sessions at this year's Kentucky nesday, April 12
in Roams B
13.
Thursday,'April
Dr. Diann, principal' .of
(KEA)
Music
is
your
people.
Education Association
move step by step; weigh pros with many
and.0 of the Fair & Exposition ,Daviess County Senior High
great forte and, properly convention,
and cons.
Center. The Wednesday session School, is a member of the KEA
educated along this line, you
VIRGO
KEA's annual three-day
could become an outstanding meeting, expected to drf..4 will hear reports from Dr,J. M. board-of directors and the KEA
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
committee on instruction,
Good aspects! Your skills and performer or composer. Other about 12,000 educators to Dodson, KEA executive
orderly mind can help you reap fields which provide a great Louisville, will open Wed- secretary, and Kentucky's two having served as its first
a big harvest soon by ap- outlet for your talents include nesday, April 12 at the -Ken: National Education Association chairman!, and a delegate to
•
..
art, literature, statesmanship
propriate action NOW.
the NEA -Constitutional ConA DELICATE TOUCH — Technician threads a machine that prepares wire as fine
Center (-NEA)-and science. Also, you are one of tucky Fair & Exposition
Baker,_ superintendent of vention. He is a
"'LIBRA
former
all human hair for. use in advanced computer memory systems produced at St. POKBENArjarfla.
State
Kentucky
the
ar
\the few_ Ariens Aeho_ have the
and John
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
All Delgate Middlesboro schools,
To understand persons with—patience to succeed in the Fairgrounds.
will be at the
whom you are involved, as well educational field. Birthdate of: Assembly sessions
as the needs of all, will be half of Hans Christian Andersen, same location.
Farrneep_foluvierl-former,
ybur battle wan...Meetings and Danish fabulist; cha_rle
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nationaland
King
Emperor
canRoman
be
'should
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PURCHASE
• •-•-• OF APPLIANCES
MAIVIM MAY 15, 1972
ED-BUYER MONTH SALE
--PREFERR
-

SCOTT DRUG

I
PAI
TAP
CONTR4UOUS CLEAN

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVEIY SUNDAY

OVEN RANGES

H

for your,Drug,.Preseription
and Sundry Needs
6:00 p.m.
.1200
Open

0—citetificate

HARDWICK

•CLOCK AND TIMER
• APPLIANCE OUTLET

******************************4+
4+
WS A Blooming • • •
4
4+

• AVAILABLE IN

4+

•Burfordi
•Chinese
•Jap

•J. P. Patented
•Potted
•Packaged
•Most All Varieties

COLOR

WATER HEATERS
6 YEAR WARRANTY

4+
4+

HOLLY

ROSES

4+

• MATCHLESS OVEN

•INSTANT ON/OFF

SPRING at PLANTLAND
AZALEAS

4+
4+
4+

• LIFETIME SURNERS

•SLIDE OUT BROILER

POTTED

an 44 mil-

•CONCEALED VENTS

2 CERTIFICATES
WILL SE GIVEN
WHEN WATER
HEATER PURCHASE
IS pmAtis.•
4 CERTIFICATES WILL
SE GIVEN WHEN RANGE
PURCHASE IS MADE •

Et Patio GRILL

WE

each

$

04'

4

Many New

FRUIT TREES

GIFT ITEMS

A Few Left!

DURABLE CAST
LP-GAS

ALUMINUM •
RUST-FrROOF, CHIP-PROOF,

STAINLESS STEEL

AND

BURNER • 4 COOKING

DELIVERIES

POSITIONS •

CORROSION -PROOF, SMOOTH

BROIL • SAKE

ALL APPLIANCES
DELIVERED —
INSTALLATIONS
ARE EXTRA

"
$1
each

BARBECUE • FRY •INAOKE
NO INSTALLATION

•4eCESSARY

4+
•

5

—TOWERING SHRUBS—Swatch
Open 9-6 Every Day

'Esc* corrokato
Is morns 1200
Green Stomps

AWARDED

WITH

THE PURCHASE OF:

• Continuous clean oven ranges by

1416,14.

dank Cards_ Welcome
5 Mi. North of Benin Si
•

and

MARCH 15th

(Formerly Kengas) ,

TAPPE811

HARDWICK
ED QUEEN.' washers arid ciry-efi

• et, 'pAtTo gas

for all-fabric care, including Durable Press '

TEXGAS CORP.

CERTIFICATES Wilt SE

PLANnAND
• Highway

Queen's famous agitator action Rarebits
clothes thoroughly clean, and you'll enloy the
conveniences of drying inside in a Speed Queen
dryer, no matter , what the weather outside Both
the washer and the dryer have multi-cycle controls

TERMS AVAILABLE

for $500

.

Sanitary, easy to keep clean and
ideat for durable press fabrics

Speed

si.
•Candles
•tandle Rings
41.

3 for $5®

STAINLESS STEEL
TUB and DRUM

2 Grobeat.
won b. roan
sewn gas
yII porches§
is mode •

*Flowers

4+
I+

Railroad. Av. - Murray, Xy.
Phone 753-18i3

I

grills •,°tIee water heaters

MAY 15th, 197.2 • •1_-_.__.:0,reiclosi

rimiest.Erex.V.

4.16***4444***44444_4__**•******44.444.
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Church-state rulings spawn new lawsuits

NEW YORK — When the
U.S. Sreme Court rules in
cases,involving the separation
of church and state, it is likely
to raise more questions-than it
settles.
Rather than being the final

• word, its decisicris tend to
•-spavrn further litigation.
That was Cite result of two
landmark rulings handed down
last June. One forbade direct
state financial aid to nonpublic
elementary and secondary
schools and the other sanctioned federal grants to religiously affiliated colleges for

construction of buildings used
" solely for secular education.
Ten of 15 new cases with religious overtones have been
started on their tortuous way
through the courts as a direct
result of those decisions, according to the latest docket of
cases affecting freedom of religion and separation of church
and state issued by the Commission on Law and Social Action of the American Jewish
Congress.
The docket was prepared by
Joseph B. Robinson, the gener-

al counsel to the congress and
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However, it added a stricture
against a clause Tri- the law
eliminating all restrictions after the buildings had been in
use for 20 years.
Even those cases are not finally settled. The plaintiffs in
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f.c.,

mg direct financial assistance
to nonpublic schools. In the other ruling, which involved religiously affiliated colleges in
Connecticut, it ruled 5 to 4 to
approve grants made under the
Federal Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 for construction of buildings used for nonreligious education.

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday

r

1

director of the commission, aDd
Beverly Coleman, staff counsel
of the commission.
The organization, which regularly compiles records of litigation, reported that most of
the 32 cases in its Docket No. 14
involyed various forms of public financial assistance to sectarian schools. All have been
affected by the two 1971 Supreme Court actions.
One of the cases decided by
the high court, with only one
justice dissenting, invalidated
statutes adopted in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island grant-

FIEND
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DEPRESSED
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YOU UP

me Connecticut case are seeking an amended judgment. The
Supreme Court will be asked to
rule in the Pennsylvania case
whether $24 million in accumulated State funds can be applied
to expenses for the 1970-71
school year despite the invalidation of the statute.
Of 15 new cases on the docket, 10 are concerned with state
aid to sectarian schools. Eight
parents of Idaho parochial
school pupils are seeking a
declaratory judgment upholding the constitutionality of a
state law providing for busing
of their children at public expense. After the state Supreme
Court ruled against the parents, they announced they
would appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Americans United for Separation of Church and State and

12 citizens are awaiting a decision in their suit maintaining
that a Vermont law violates the
federal Constitution by permitting local school boards to lend
teachers, textbooks and services to parochial schools and
to receive up to 50 per cent reimbursement from the state.
Three cases have been
- brought on
constitutional

pening.

4

At zoos around the country
ostriches have been set afike,-

grizzly bears burned, wolves-poisoned, coati burned, pen-

AT THE BASE OF
PRFADED WiT0141ANS

guins killed and the necks of
flamingos wrung.

"This is definitely a criminal
streak," says the director of
the Louisville zoo, Dr. Ivo Poglayen,..a native of Vienna, Austria: "These people should be
treated like criminals."
To counter the increasing

WE
KNOW
THIS.

vandalism,administrators have
added closed circuit televisions,
armed guards and police dogs.
The Louisville facility has
two guards. Only one was on

BEATLE BAILEY
WI-IERES OLD
Mg. co
96T
$TILL OUT
w1r)-1 A
COLD

DOE. ID WiD
A CODE.

duty the night the four nearly
extinct European fallow deer
were attacked.
Poglayen, who left his job as
director of the Albuquerque zoo
almost nine years ago to accept
the position
here, believes
Louisville escaped vandalism
until
last
month
because
"people respect something that

is new and beautiful."
Louisville.has one of le cleal
nest and best landscaped zoos
among the more than /20 in the
United States.
Spread over 50 acres, it has
nearly 500 animals. _
Among the unusual iind endangered species are bush
dogs, addax antetopes, white
tailed gnus, brown pelicans and

NANCY
CARE FOR
SOME OF MY

POPCORN ?

WANT TO
TRY MY
POPCORN'?

WOULD YOU
LIKE SOME
OF MY
POPCORN?

ring tailed lemurs.
"We have the finest pelican
and cormorant collect in the
country," sayt Poglayen, who
holds a PhD in Zoology.
The zoo's three Cacomustles,
members of the racoon-family,
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The mandatory practice of
reading Bible verses daily Li
Alabama public schools is the
subject of a suit brought by the
Alabama Civil liberties Union
and a group of parents. They
are opposed to a statute requiring that teachers include in
their regular monthly reports
whether the Bible has been
read daily in their classrooms
and that superintendents certify compliance with the law in
order to receive state funds.

Gov. George Wallace has
stated that he plans to appeal a
Federal District Court injunction forbidding these procedures while permitting use of
the Bible as an educational or
reference source.
Religious freedom is the subject of four of the new cases. A
Washington, D.C., member of
the Seventh-Day Adventist
church has claimed a violation
of his civil rights because he
was discharged after 18 years
as a mail carrier for refusing

BIG MOMENT— Prince Aya, son of the heir to the
Japanese throne, smiles ae he holds hie Materna at Tokyo
ceremonies. The six-year-old finished kindergarten.

Crossword Puzzle

from Honduras are the -only
ones in an American-Too. The
only other ones in captivity are
is a small Mexican zoo, says
Poglayen.
The rules at the Louisville
zoo are strict and well enforced: no bringing pets; no
sticks, balloons or other potential weapons and no feeding ariimals with other than food
bought at the' zoo.
Poglayen says that at the Albuquerque ZOQ a minister was
caught dumping aspirins inttrthe animals' water.-$1.5 million fund raising
drive is underway to add a reppdlar bear grotto,
ape exhibit and nocturnal animal exhibit within 2-21
/
2 years,
Last year some 360,000 visitors visited the facility.
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3 Heavenly
bodies
1 Snake
4 Seasoning__
4 Bum with
5 Formula of
hot water
religious faith
9 Prohibit
Emmet
6
12 Lamprey
7 irrench
13 Wild buffalo
• 8 Climbs down
of India
9 Propagate
14 Inlet
10 Succor
15 Crimson
11 fthiopian
17 Sows
title
1.9 Memorandum
Flower
..
16
20 land
18 Sea eagle
measure20 At a distance
21 War god
21 Sobs
23 Protected
.2Z Wash

_grounth_dhallenging program& on religious grounds to work
of -direct financial _aid
nori,„__SatUrda-Y-U-----------30 Behold,
public schools in Illinois and .
The use of peyote in Indian 31 Those holding
New York. Two others question religious rites is the subject of
- °Isic•
the legality of financial assis- one new case in Arizona and 32 Following
J"
--Woa
tance in the form of tak credits .-tivo pending suits in Arizona 36_ Nurnoer
for parents of Minnesota paro- and California. In the new case,
chial school pupils, while tui- more than 40 Indians and 36. Tikvard.:
tion reimbursement for parents whites were ax -ested while - -ft.frbotry••-of parochial students is, before smoking peyote at a gathering 37-Reerit
39-contest:
the courts in Ohio and Pennsyl- held in October, 1969, to bless a 42 goiter stake
vania.
marriage. Some of the defen43 Meadows.
Also under dispute is a New dants have appealed their con- 44 Large cistern
46
Deep gap
Hampshire statute enacted in viction for violating a state law
1969 permitting dual 'enroll- forbidding possession of. the 48 Sluggish
Three-toed
ment programs for public and highly potent narcotic. Trial of 51 sloths
nonpublic schools. A school dis, the others was to begin this 52 Become
used to
trict in Nashua applied to the month.
54 Unit of
state Board of Education for
In the remaining new litigaPortugutse
currency
reimbursement of costs in- tion, a Quaker accepted for
55
Vigor lcotioq
curred in renting premises participation in a VISTA profrom nonpublic schools, in pay- gram in Washington, D.C., and 56 Rants
57 Lair
_
a teacher employed in New
York have challenged on religious grounds statutory re1 Roman
bronze
quirements that they take loy2 Dry as wine
alty oaths.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The three deer killed and one
other injured last month by,
bow and arrow at the Louisville
ZOO was not an uncommon hap-

THE PHANTOM

/1/
ing teachers' salaries and in
supplying textbopks and teaching materials.
Americans United and 12 citizens have branded this action
unconstitutional. •
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•Dwarf Mixed Marigolds
•Dwarf Scarlet Sage
•Jumbo Mixed Pansies
•White or Blue Alyssum
Basket of

8

for

69;

.GERANIUMS
49'
BIG BOY TOMATOES
8/69'
EMERAI,D
CABBAGE 8/49'
CROSS
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* Camellias
* Tube Roses
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ROSES '._
Over
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vices,Box 2
Sanders,
mington,Kt
FREE ESTI
installation.
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* SPECIAL!! *

JAPANESE HOLLY
12" to 24"
s2"
ORTHO LAWN FOOD

ig- ORTHO'

'Builds Beautiful Thick Green Lawns
Lawn
6 sq. ft. bag
Food )2,61)4

6,000 sq. ft. ilag

Centra

* GlacRolus
* Amaryllis
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

.

ORTEWS TV
SALES and SERVICE
2 Miles from 5 Points - North 16th St Ext.
f the hair to the
Wenn at Tokyo
ergarten

45
46
47
48
49
50
53
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Headgear.
Hasten
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Female ruff
Noise
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CLEAN1NG-PRESSING
///

Now Open for Business
Your Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Good selection of 1972 model Color TVs and Stereos to
choose from.
See the 17" Portable Color with Permalock Color!
No Money Down . . Up To 36 Months to Pay!
Also ...
Payments On Repair Bills Can Be Arranged

We Also Service Other Brands of TVs
22 Years Experience-kr-The-TV Business

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

TEI4DER LOVING CARE
IS ALL THIS HOUSE HAS EVER KNOWN. Seven Bedrooms
3 Baths-Hugh Family Rorn - Spacious Kitchen - Dishwasher - Disposal - Workshop - Central Heat 8. Air - Central
Vacuum - One Block of the University - A Lot of little extras.
Ready for Occupancy.
CONSIDERING A NURSERY SCHOOL?
Eight Room Frame House in Good
IGATE.
INVEST
Locatiiirr.-Lot 80' x 450'. Plenty of Play Room,inside and out.
FIRST OFFERING.
JUST ouisipe- THE CITY
4'Bedroom Brick -DiningRoom-Hugh Livng Room -2 Baths
- P.rtial Basem9n4 - On Thirty Acres- Make an offer.
ALL YE PONY & HORSE LOVERS
Riding Room and Quarters. Within 0.6 Mile of
Own
Ypi:ir
Own
City Limits.
A LITTLE PLACE IN THE COUNTRY
Nice 3 Bedroorn•Frame House - Carpet One and one-third
Acres Only $11,500..
• A PERFECT STARTER
--Nice 3 Bedroom - Partially 'Carpeted - Large Kitchen- Nice
Lot - Good Location.

Phone 753-2385
Open 7 a.m. to ,6 p.m.

Part or full time business opportunity, local area,
,
small investment biir necessary inventory.

"We Don't Make Them Fast.

TERMITES. Work
HIGHWAY;841 Pet Shop. Fish STOP
and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny guaranteed. Free estimate.
!Toy Poodles, Irish Setter, Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
'Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
iNorth of Murray, Kentucky, Huntingdon, Tennessee,986A1C
'phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April 5975.
24C

If You

1971 EAGLE MOBILE 12'x60' two SPRING FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
bedroom, two full baths, carpet 175 cyele, helmet, new tires, just
1971 throughout, central .air. Take timed. Low miles. Ready to (01!
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, DREAM CAR - Like new
Phone.the over payments of $99.00 per Lots of fun Jilr 8394.00. Phone 43all
tires,
new
and
Prix,
dirt
Grand
also bank gravel, fill
Aprill8C
•
7620: ..
in- month. Phone 753-7606.
for
capital
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or extras,. need"
BIG THREE bedroom double
one.
this
see
7C
must
You
'Apr.
vestment.
00p)h.
354-8161 after 6:
Before 5:00 p.m.
--Restaur
home.Only $6595110.
Call
leers.
AL
-!April18C
-SALE
FENCE
Playie753-7620.
Of.
Sears for all your fencing needs. guest-checks, sold at cost, $10.00 Completely furnished. Also
.
1969 PLYMOUTH_ GTX 440 Chain link-Redwood and Farm per case(100 books). Sold in case plenty of 12' wide models to
INTERIOR,• EXTERIOR
n,
on sal* - Expert Jots only. Ledger & Times Office choose from. We trade,for furpainting; any size job. All work engine, automatic transmissio Fence's. Now
value. .,Call Larry Supply,_103 North 4th Street. TF niture or anything of
.Slabs
car.
available
local
wheels,
installation
mag
tires,
new
quality
Between 6:00 p.m.
first
Use
guaranteed.
3900 SouthHomes,
Mobile
Bill's
3estimate,15
1967
Also
for
free
Lyles
$1500.00.
Sharp.
Steve
7:00 p.m? In The paint. Free estimate. Call
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
May le
April 10C Chevrolet Impala coupe, factory 2310.
Todd,753-8495.
Kentucky,phone 443-6150:-1--111C77'-air, power brakes, steering,
Evening
Aransmission; newl
If you know your route
HOME, 12x60,
FURNITURE' REFINISHING, automatic
C_a_n___seen three--kiedroenter-two baths.
$1195.00.
Sham.
burs number, please 'call
tires.
pick
Free
all work guaranteed.
at Neal Starks Mobile Homes,'Spanish decor. Buyer can take
him...first. If you get no
up and delivery. Free estimate.
A4C over payments. Can be seen
results then call Jjohn
finish. Jerry phone 753-6734.
natural
or
Antique
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Michael Rule horng, ; Mayfield, SUPER stuff, sure nuf Thera
20C
April
McCoy,753-3045.
number "during the hours
Ky.Rode 5,Phone 247-6837. A4C Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets.
Wagon.
1965 BUICK SPORTS
10'-x5r, all
listed
Rent electric shampooer $1. 1969 MOBILE HOME,
and
power
full
condition,
Good
at
University
.
FOR YOUR auction sale need.
Located
electric.
Central
Store,
Begley Drug
FOR ALL your home additions air condittotted. $675.00. Phone
COUNTRY HAM
contact Otto Cheaters Auction
A1C Heights Trailer Court. Phone 753Shopping Center.
, remodeling, etc. 753-7694 after 5:00p.m.
A1P
alterations
ON A BISCUIT
Grove.
Lynn
A4C
Service 435-4042,
6995or 762-2455.
753_Great for, Parties, Picnics
'ree
- Estimates.Phone
Complete auction service. April
Lunches, and to take Fishing
TFC
'already
stand,
WASH
ANTIQLIE1
6123.
25 cents each or 4-49 cents
.14Ne'
refinished.Fhone 753-8762. A6C
GOODINVESTMENT property •
Take along a tack full
LARGE SET Stainless steal
nearly two acres in heart of town
X4C
ngl\ INN
sinks. Phone 753-5699.
the
mobile
and
12'x61'
Sycamore
SHELBY
1968
and
near
with
truck
PICKUP
FORD
1069
home
good
bedrooms,
two
home,
hospital. Nice retirement
siiy. Phone
camper. Power and . air,
condition. Reasonable. Phone TWO RABBITS for
sight. Buyer gets land,old 9 rim
A4P
AlP
753-4159.
753-7707.
Opens 7 a.m.
Phone
automatic.
A3C
material
or
753-6812
362-6502.
remodeling
home, and
'Phone
.
A sound,buy at49,850.00
ONAL CLUB
12th & Poplar Street
Aprill8C
FISHING & CAMPING Supply 1970
7534620or 753-9912.
1967 WILDCAT BUICK four door
Cadet 104. Strter and generator,
and
Kentucky
near
Store,
sedan, air conditioned, power, USED MARQUE1T deep ft
We clean:
ower, 4' sickle bar.
A1C tag chest 'type. One G. E. Ibirkley Dania. Building leased, and
81195.00. Phone 753-4974.
Homes, Apts.,
• 1.0"4 IN LAKEWAY Shores, modern A
NI`11r
r. All In excellent
•
111 "Ir ler
362or
753-6812
Phone
rent.
low
refrigerator, white, one used
Business,
--Wary little.
used
condj*fon.
frame hour, two bedrooms,
A3C
tw 8602.
Westinghouse refriger
Carpet cleaning,
Co'plete price $1100.00. See at
combination Using room and
LIGHT BLUE Volkswagen, 1
Windows, .
eniana Development Office sw _
built in kitchen, palieTed '
model, one owner, only 13,Iit door, freezer top. All good
Floor
Stripping
storm
phone 438-5320.
actual miles.' Has automatic dition:' BilbreY'st, 210 East Main,
basement, utility area,
", Al
1017.
Sealing &
stick shift and equipped with phone 7537
windows and doors,electric heat.
onl
Waxing
at
Priced
NEW SEARS 10 H.P. tractor with
hitch.
$15,500.00. Phone 436-5331. April
.
trailer
that 1972 PENTON MOTORC*Lt, mower and disc. Never used.
3C
$1,300. Call 753-4947 after fiv BE GENTLE, be kliid, to
1971
with 125 cc,6 speed. Price $6715.00.
TEN expensive carpet, clean
A7C
Bargain. Phone 753-2840.
A.m.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Honda SL-1.5. 139 mites, $425.90.
A6C
Z53-3673.
or
753-1343
Phone
shampooer $1. Big K; Bethke
HOME WITH extra large rooms
1971 HOLL-Y- -FARW -12'xtre1955 FORD VAN,good condition.
H TERREi,L Muir and closets. House , has four
AI
nter.-ShoppingC.e
-ELF:7,TROLUX SALES Si Ser- ELIZABET
mobile home, two B.R., private
4:00
64_after
Plione75,1=71
with
TRACTOR
FORD,
1950
Cherry,
sale. Dealers only.
'bedrooms, in excellent neighA4C
D.R.
Redwood porch, -skirting.
vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C. estate
p.m.
$700.00.
motor.
in
Mahogany, Rosewood- borhood on dead end street. In
NEW PLYMOUTH- garden blade. New kit
Unfurnished. Phone 753-9274
Sanders, phone 382-2468, F Walnut,
A3C
Phone
753-5429.
9:00
April-7,
Friday,
Collections.
Briggs and Stratton
easy walking distance of
IFS
ITC after 4ANilchm.
mington, Kentucky.
1970 DODGE PICKUP, very tillers,5 H.P.
a.m. to 4:00 p.m:,Saturday, April university, one blockArom
South engine with forward and reverse 19" MOTOROLA TV, 845:00.
Phone
61500.00.
„
clean.
8, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 1900 Robertson School and but route
A4O1$139.95. Air conditioners,Thomas
ADAMS HARD Surfaced plow "
• Fulton,901-4794411
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Jefferson Street, Padutah, Middle School. Two blocks high PIANO
A. Edison. 10,000 BTU $179.95. Phone 753-1976. •
years
points. Also regular plow points, _
15
service.
expert
Prompt
ITC school, Fenced backyard with
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Kentucky.
17,000 BTU $209.95, 20,000 B
fit most plows. Chisel plow
to
experience. Ben W. Dyer. 1967 FORD , four door_..sedan, $252.95, 23,000 BTU 2275.95,
1959 CHEVROLET.pickup, runs
fruit trees and garden area. Call Mayfield, Kentucky, "phone 247- _power steering, air conditioned.
tivatos sboveW and
points,--eid
$75.00.
trailer,
8'
$2000.good,
Sale,High
BTU $395.95. Roby
'A3C
753-6557for appointment.
"APri 26C One owner. Less than 31,000 miles way 68, Benton, Kentucky, phone Towbar, almost new, $30.06. sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753ITC
with 4 new tires. Phone-492A7C Boy's three speed Sports bicycle. 4892,
A 527-9368.
0502.
A3C
753-4874.
Phone
$15.00.
THREE. BEDROOM house,
WILL MOW lawns, now and al
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll
carnet throughout, living coon),
.,.,.
60 A-C COMBINE, 8 *foot drag
Summer. Phone 75341550 after
gauge to fit all disc
Ford
heavy.
with
TRACTOR.,
CASE
530
den, dining room, large utility
435May3C 1064 FOR!? V4I -straight shit disc, 4 row bean drat Call
6:00p.m..
See us before you buy.
:
furrows.
Good
inodel.
1966
Two
shop.
equipment,
20's120'
room,carport,
A1C
4305.
Cod,753-4892. rit
436
Ax
Tractor
Vinson
4924351.
phone
Phone
condition.
Lowest Prices... Service After The Sale
Datsun.
196'7
$225.00.
trailer spaces, two acre lot. Two
A4P
miles South of filtirray on 641. SPECIAL!!! • BILL'S Mobile 51180.
,11971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65'
•
ASP Home Repair, Mayfield, KenPhone 753-9908.
excellent .conclitibri, lived in 8
NEW, AND used tractor tires.
tucky. Three ton central air
months. Located in Fox Meadows
Paris, Tennessee
.flats-repaired. Speedy,
Tricter
REDUCED:XEENLANDDrive; conditioners, Duo-Therm,
Trailer Court. Take over
_
Vinson Tractor Co..
service.
142 stOryA bedrooms:- 1vl'baths, complete installation, $600.00
inn:sincere payments,---$107.00 monthly.
ITC
Phone 753-4892.
carpeted f'living room and plus tax. Hurricane strap...6100.00. We wish to expr
A5C
'
s,friends Phone 753-4759.
rela
the
Wall
thanks
we
Wave
a
"
247Phone
niotor.
WANTED
separate dining room, Kitchen
HELP
acts of
, •
CREOSOTED POLES and Penis
Al( and neighbors who showed
with all built-ins, family room, 4845.
GOLD COUcH,used two months,
tree-tea lumber. Also stYrofoam
kindness at the passing of our
4 EXPERIENCED BABY-SITTER WANT- TO BUY March 21 coniesi library and laundry with shower.
$40,00. Studio couch, good conMother, Mrs. Lula Carraway.
logs for dock flotation. M'urray
,in your home or mine. Have own of Ledger & Tunes. Bling by Phone 753-7295 after 4:00
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
to dition, 610.00. Thre6 Month old
Lumber Company; 104 Maple
Ledger & tiznesi Office, 103 North p.m.
(ransportation. Phone 753A1C furnish own tools. Interior and Our grateful appreciation
4
,
ITC
those who sent flowers; food and Beagle. puppiee,. $10,00 each.
StreeL
TFNC
4th Street.
4759.
.
Ale
aterior. Free &Agway. Phone eards, also to Dr. Hopson, Dr. Phone 436-2149.
Al('
KENIANA SHORES - Large lake 409-2287.
9" SOUTH.BEND !lathe, $300.00.
Hugh Houston and Dr. Lowry and
WANTED SALESMAN. Apply in
up.
$715.08...and
lots
for
acess
to the nurses of the second floor. TRAILER PARK with.17 spaces.
Phone 'Athel Heflin, Gracey.
- riy-Thine & Auto
---nebon to Muir
A4P
$10.00down and $10.00 per month.
We especially thank DT.. Samuel East of Murray on Hwy. 94-Will
Kentucky 235-528.
Ale
Store,Chestnut Street.
a
Water and all utilities available.
ISotison for his spiritual comfort mane two-thirds al $135.00
Aprill2C
phone 436-5_320.
and Bro. Morrison Galloway for month.Call 753-6202 or 753AKC REGISTERED Gennep REGISTERED BASSETT, l2
TFc
"
s weekly visits with Mrs.
Shépherd-p17 See Bobby years old _family pet. Would like
A3P to find-fathify with room for dog
Coles‘or pbcle 753-6097.
Carraway. We Also wish to thank
SEE to appreciate
MUST
Funeral Horn FORD TRACTOR. 1952 model,
Churchill
lb run.-Phone 753-9781 after 6:00
H.
theJ.
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home,
MC
way in which the with new rings, has broken about
for
the
gracious
AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
Camelot Addition, 2 baths,
handled.
new
was
tires,
funeral
New
acres.
seven
puppies, 6 and weeks old. Excentral heat and air, carpeting,
May God richly bless each- of battery, good paint. Also full tremely small .Black male and
WANT TO RENT farm house
ilt-in stove and dishwasher, .LOST-GERMAN Shepherd on
.
.
YOU is our prayer.
blooded eight months old female.4.aLe.Phone 753- WIDE SCREEN RCA COns,,
with space for horses. Would like
formal diniQg room, terraced New Concord Highway. Answers
Lula
Priced
ltys.
good
condition.
TV,
color
of
family
The
to
immediaterpossession. Write"
A3C
patio, 2 car garage,large storage to name of Honda, Reward
reasonably. Phone 75..V2537. A4C
P. -0. Box 32-S, Murray, KenAl2P
area. Call 753-9556:
"AP
'
74"':40
1
';'.45AIP
tucky.
viigrY-14

CYPRESS LUMBER

STARKS
HARDWARE

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Central Air Conditioning for Mobile Homes
Jim's Htg. 8 A/C - 901-642-4589

753-1916

753-7278

"'hist
W M. AVERY
LUMBER CO..

MOVE UP TO MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX TV and STEREO

Miss Your Paper

4
1
1
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Kentucky Roundup

David
Attempt To Joe Hall Named As Rev.
Gives His Sermon
Be Made To Successor To Rupp Title For Sunday
Steady Barge

School
school officials are "still trying
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - to excuse, justify and defend
FOR RENT
ie.._
FOR RENT
The University of Louisville's segregation."
School of Business plans to ask
This is one reason LouisRev. David Ross, minister of TWO BEDROOM duplex with DVPIEX ON Monroe. Five room,
the J. Graham Brown Founda- ville's record is so had, said
. LEXINGTON,ICYAP -"I on areas in which he foresees
strategy.
First Christian Church stove, refrigerator, air con- an bath, central heat and air,
changes
in
game
the
tion here to contribute $2.8 mil- Galen Martin. He criticized ofreplace
will not attemptlo
operate
we
will
of Christ), will be ditioner, washer and dryer: carpet throughout, extra large
(Disciples
•*Defensively,
lion to help finance a new ficials for what he called their
Coach Rupp...he Will be part of
de--.
'Reeking on the subject,4115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. master bedroom, range. Days
building.
"wait-on-Nixon" attitude re- 11,111E ASSOCIATED PRESS Kentucky basketball forever," a little more with a team
philosophy,"
he
said.
tense
"Hanged Heads Or HA Couple only. 1714 Wells Ex- phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
Dean Carl Aiken said a for- garding recent school segregasays Joe Br Hall, the new coach
TFC
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-A
A6C 5:00.m.
work
some
we
will
-Naturally
Hearts", at the 10:45 a.m. tended. Phone 753-3696.
mal application for the funds tion decisions.
at the University of Kentucky.
Critical maneuver was to be atApril
I.
•
Sunday,
with
the
press.
services
on
will be filed in about three
thesame
continue
"I/tope to
tempted today to stabilize a
EDROOM furnished
"OffensiVely, we'll use sevThe scripture reading will be TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- TWO
weeks.
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